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The ultimate aim of this work is to design and engineer a collagen mimetic 
peptide amphiphile hydrogel with appropriate mechanical cue for the culture of 
fibroblast cells for biomedical applications. In order to achieve this aim, we 
employed three design strategies to fabricate collagen mimetic peptide amphiphile 
(CM-PA) nanofiber hydrogels with varying mechanical cues. 
In the initial parts of the study, collagen mimetic peptide amphiphile nanofiber 
hydrogels are investigated for the fibroblast cell culture with the preferred 
nano-topographical and biochemical cues (Chapter 4). This study led to the need 
of tuning the mechanical properties of the collagen mimetic peptide amphiphile 
nanofiber hydrogels.  
The first strategy employed to tune the mechanical properties of the collagen 
mimetic peptide amphiphile nanofiber hydrogels is to fabricate a 
semi-interpenetrating network hydrogels consisting of collagen mimetic peptide 
amphiphile and poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate with varying mechanical cues 
(Chapter 5). After the fabrication, the hydrogels were physically and biologically 
characterized. This study led to the conclusion that biochemical cue of collagen 
mimetic peptide amphiphile is essential for fibroblast cell viability, however, 
mechanical cue for fibroblast culture is required in a nanoscale level. 




mimetic peptide amphiphile nanofiber hydrogels at the nanoscale level by 
mimicking the in vivo mechanism of enzyme mediated covalent cross-linking of 
collagen fibrillogenesis by employing a chemical cross-linker, glutaraldehyde 
(Chapter 6). After the fabrication, the hydrogels were physically and biologically 
characterized. This study led to the conclusion that, indeed, fibroblast cells 
respond to the nanoscale level mechanical cue. However, the design limits the use 
of collagen mimetic peptide amphiphile hydrogels for in-situ gelling.  
Finally, the third strategy is to tune the mechanical properties of the collagen 
mimetic peptide amphiphile nanofiber hydrogels by tapping the advantage of the 
modular nature of the single tail peptide amphiphile system (Chapter 7). Collagen 
mimetic peptide amphiphile nanofiber hydrogel with a novel design was 
fabricated and characterized by physical and biological techniques. This study led 
to the conclusion that mechanically stiffer collagen mimetic peptide amphiphile 
nanofiber hydrogels in the nano-scale level can be obtained by changing the 
amino acid sequence and can expand the use of collagen mimetic peptide 
amphiphile nanofiber hydrogels for in-situ three dimensional cell culture for other 
cell and tissue types.  
This research only serves as groundwork in the proposed design strategy for 
collagen mimetic peptide amphiphile nanofiber hydrogels. Hence, use of this 
design for other cell and tissue types will raise new issues and challenges. This 
area will be examined by other members of our group.
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A brief background, motivation, hypothesis along with the research objectives and 











1.1. Background and motivation 
Modern era since the Second World War has been an age of paradox in medicine. 
On one hand, ground breaking milestones for the treatment of diseases, illness 
and injury have been effectuated, thus, immeasurably benefitting mankind by 
meager untimely death and lavishly improved living standard. But, on the other 
hand advent of newer diseases, failure and limitations of existing therapeutics, 
lifestyle habits and several other factors have impacted adversely on the physical 
health conditions of the mankind. This adversity and need for a better quality of 
life for all paved way to novel technologies like nano-medicine, tissue 
engineering and regenerative medicine. In addition to therapeutic value, tissue 
engineering and regenerative medicine aims to provide diagnostic value 
especially as a tool for drug testing. Tissue engineering and regenerative medicine 
requires the perfect interplay between scaffold, cells and signals for tapping its 
full potential. 
Scaffold plays a prominent role in tissue engineering and regenerative medicine 
and is required to provide the desirable environment that favors the natural 
behavior of cells. Cell adhesion and spreading over a substratum plays a pivotal 
role in many biological processes such as organogenesis, wound healing etc. In 
vivo, this pivotal role of the substratum is played by the extracellular matrix 
(ECM) components. Many ECM components like collagen, elastin, fibronectin, 
laminin and others facilitate attachment, spreading and proliferation of cells by 




scaffold to mimic the natural niche of the target cells or tissue as close as possible. 
In order to serve this goal the scaffold has to fulfill a wide list of requirements 
derived from the ECM environment of the target cells in their native tissue or 
organs in the human body. These tissue specific requirements include cues like 
topographical, biochemical, mechanical, structural and so on. Hence, over the 
years, conceptualizing and designing of ECM mimicking biomaterials as a 
scaffold for tissue engineering and regenerative medicine has become imperative 
and attractive. ECM mimicking biomaterials as scaffolds have the potential to 
encourage cell adhesion and proliferation, subsequently, leading to tissue 
regeneration and tissue integration required for the healing of the tissue. So, while 
mimicking the in vivo environment by designing a synthetic material, it is also 
important to elucidate the features by which the target cell can bind to an artificial 
substratum and, thus, activate a cascade of events leading to attachment, 
spreading and proliferation. 
With this aim, our group designed a collagen mimetic peptide amphiphile 
(CM-PA) design that provides biochemical cue inherent of the most abundant 
ECM component, collagen, in a nano-architecture (Luo et al. 2011). In 
continuation, in this thesis, we aim to design various ECM mimicking three 
dimensional (3D) scaffolds by employing CM-PA to impart mechanical cue to the 
target fibroblast cells. In particular, this study focuses to understand the 
cell-matrix interactions in particular to the combined role of biochemical and 




i.e. hydrogel, in the cell spreading and proliferation of fibroblast cells.  
1.2. Hypothesis 
The plasticity behavior of fibroblast cells to various matrix stiffness can be 
exploited to design collagen mimetic peptide amphiphile 3D scaffolds i.e. 
hydrogel with appropriate biochemical and mechanical cues for fibroblast 
proliferation. Also, it is hypothesized that collagen mimetic peptide amphiphile 
hydrogels can be tuned for varying mechanical properties to influence cell 
behavior, in particular to fibroblast cells. 
1.3. Research objective 
The objective of this thesis is to develop a CM-PA hydrogel with appropriate 
mechanical strength for the proliferation of L929 fibroblast cells to further the 
application of CM-PA for biomedical applications.  L929 fibroblast cells are 
employed because of its robust nature and plasticity to modulate behavior by the 
biochemical and mechanical cues provided by the ECM molecules. 
Therefore, the specific research objectives of this thesis include: 
1) To develop and study the effect of semi-interpenetrating network hydrogels 
consisting of CM-PA and poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA) with varying 
mechanical cues on the behavior of fibroblasts. (Chapter 5) 
2) To develop and study the effect of cross-linked CM-PA hydrogels with varying 
mechanical cues on fibroblasts behavior. (Chapter 6) 




amphiphile sequence for providing appropriate mechanical cue and to study the 
proliferation behavior of fibroblasts on the designed scaffold. (Chapter 7) 
1.4. Novelty 
This study to the best of my knowledge is the first study to focus on the biological 
cellular behavior of fibroblasts on the shorter fragment of collagen i.e. collagen 
mimetic peptide containing the collagen specific cell binding region i.e. ―glycine 
(G) – phenylalanine (F) – hydroxyproline (O) – glycine (G) – glutamine (E) – 
arginine (R)‖ (GFOGER) incorporated in a functional design of a nanofiber in a 
hydrogel. This study is also the first to study the effect of CM-PA hydrogels with 
varying mechanical strength on the behavior of fibroblasts. 
The novelty of the study is also in the design strategy of the hydrogel in the form 
of semi-interpenetrating network of PEGDA and CM-PA to study the effect of 
varying mechanical cues.  
This study is also the first study to understand the effect of tunable mechanical 
properties of CM-PA with varying peptide sequences in the form of a hydrogel for 
















A description of the unmet tissue engineering needs with a focus on cell 
instructive extracellular matrix mimetic scaffolds, particularly of collagen 










2.1. Tissue engineering and Regenerative medicine 
Increasingly, millions of people on an annual basis damage their organs like 
kidneys, liver, lungs, pancreas, brain, heart, skin, bone, cornea and so on due to 
diseases or accidents. However, the survival and quality of these people is 
dependent on the current gold standard medical technique i.e. organ 
transplantation. The need of this technique is the availability of appropriate organ 
from a donor that meets all the necessary requirements. This quest is plagued with 
the serious issue of organ shortage and transplant rejection, thus, lowering the 
survival rate of the patient. This demand for survival and improved quality of 
living has led to the development of many novel and promising therapeutics. One 
such therapeutics that came to existence few decades ago is tissue engineering 
and regenerative medicine to solve the unmet need in the field of organ failures, 
tissue repair and replacement (Langer et al. 1993). The term tissue engineering 
was first introduced by Langer and Vacanti in 1993 to the scientific community 
(Langer et al. 1993).  
Yet another unmet need is in the field of drug screening for therapeutics where 
current drug testing methods are done in vivo either using animal models or cadaver 
specimens. Both these models for drug testing methods have severe limitations in 
mimicking the human physiological conditions. Hence, there is a need to develop 
novel testing tools that closely mimic the native cells, tissues, organs or human on 
the whole. Interestingly, tissue engineering offers a remarkable platform to develop 




whole (Huh et al. 2012). This opportunity is also seized to design several tissue 
engineering products modeling the diseases and disorders such as arrhythmia 
(Thompson et al. 2012), skin fibrosis (Moulin. 2013) and cancer (Bhowmick et al. 
2004; Kim. 2005) and so on. 
To sum up, tissue engineering and regenerative medicine is defined and fashioned 
in numerous ways. On such definition which aptly describes the purpose and 
benefits of tissue engineering and regenerative medicine is by National Institutes 
of Health (NIH). NIH defines Tissue Engineering as, ―An emerging 
multidisciplinary field involving biology, medicine, and engineering that is likely 
to revolutionize the ways we improve the health and quality of life for millions of 
people worldwide by restoring, maintaining, or enhancing tissue and organ 
function. In addition to having a therapeutic application, where the tissue is either 
grown in a patient or outside the patient and transplanted, tissue engineering can 
have diagnostic applications where the tissue is made in vitro and used for testing 
drug metabolism and uptake, toxicity, and pathogenicity. The foundation of tissue 
engineering for either therapeutic or diagnostic applications is the ability to 
exploit living cells in a variety of ways. Tissue engineering research includes 
biomaterials, cells, biomolecules, engineering design aspects, biomechanics, 
informatics to support tissue engineering and stem cell research‖.  
Overall, tissue engineering and regenerative medicine promises to offer next 




evidence of this realizable promise is the increase clinical trials in the field of 
tissue engineering and regenerative medicine in US i.e. from 38 in 2007 to 83 in 
2011 (Fisher et al. 2013). 
2.2. Tissue engineering triad 
The classical definition of tissue engineering (Williams. 1999), "the persuasion of 
the body to heal itself, through the delivery to the appropriate sites of molecular 
signals, cells and supporting structures", highlights the three main components of 
tissue engineering i.e. scaffolds, signal and cells, also denoted as the ―Tissue 
Engineering Triad‖, as shown in Figure 2.1. 
 
Figure 2.1: Schematic showing the three major components of a tissue engineered 
prosthetics i.e. scaffold, cells and signals. These three together are known as the 
tissue engineering triad. 
2.3. Scaffolds - Biomaterials 
Scaffold plays a prominent role in the tissue engineering as one of the major pillar. 
Over the years the role of scaffold has been changing from a bio-inert material to 




requirements for an ideal biomaterial scaffold; however, these lists are not 
exhaustive.  
In a recent review (Edalat et al. 2012), authors have competently enlisted and 
reviewed the material parameters for the design of a scaffold along with few 
material choices and design options. In brief, the material design criteria includes 
the following: (i) ability to provide 3D nano-topography within the scaffold 
including porosity, pore size, and inter-pore connectivity to satisfy adequate mass 
transfer of gases, nutrients and waste as well as cell attachment, proliferation and 
tissue formation; (ii) ability to possess mechanical parameters such as linearity or 
non-linearity, elasticity, viscoelasticity, or anisotropy that must be tailored to the 
specific tissue in mind; and (iii) ability to deliver successfully molecular signaling 
biologics such as cells, growth factors, cytokines etc.  
Moving on, in a perspective review paper (Williams. 2014), the author made a 
bold attempt to summarize the mandatory and the optional specifications for 
biomaterial scaffolds. In brief, the review highlights the following specifications 
as mandatory, namely: (i) capability of biomaterial scaffold to recapitulate the 
architecture of the niche of the target cells; (ii) capability of the material to adapt 
to constantly changing microenvironment of the target cells; (iii) capability of the 
material to possess mechanical signaling properties particularly, stiffness to favor 
the proliferation of the target cells; (iv) material to possess optimal surface energy 




signaling to the target cells; (vi) ability of the material to form appropriate shape 
and size to the regenerated tissue; (vii) capability of the material to form 
architecture that optimizes cell, nutrient, gas and bio-molecule transport in culture 
and body conditions; (viii) noncytotoxic, nonimmunogenic and minimally 
proinflammatory material. In addition, he also highlights few optional 
specifications for the biomaterials like degradability, injectability and so on.  
Indeed, both papers highlight the need for the biomaterial scaffold to mimic the 
target cell niche as closely as possible. Hence, meeting these requirements led to 
revisiting the traditional biomaterials and scaffold designs used in tissue 
engineering and regenerative medicine applications and designing novel 
biomaterial scaffolds specific to the target cells niche. The need to derive 
knowledge to design target cell specific supportive scaffold paved way to study, 
understand and re-create the complex cell niche called as, the extracellular matrix 
(ECM).  
2.4. Extracellular matrix (ECM) 
ECM is the non-cellular part of all types of cells and is specific to each type of the 
cells, tissues and organs. Traditionally, ECM was considered as bio-inert with 
only the role of a supportive scaffold. However, the role of ECM expanded over 
the few decades and is considered as crucial for an appropriate cell behavior. In 
essence, in addition to acting as physical structural support, ECM is now 




nano-topography, and mechanical. ECM also acts as a reservoir for soluble 
chemical cues like growth factors, cytokines, enzymes and so on. ECM 
communicates biochemical cues to the cells either through the binding and 
controlling the local concentration of a wide variety of soluble chemical cues 
and/or by exposing certain cell specific motifs that are recognized by cellular 
adhesion receptors present on the cells (Frantz et al. 2010; Juliano et al. 1993; 
Kim et al. 2011). ECM communicates the nano-topography cue to the cells as its 
inherent component matrix structure. In addition, ECM communicates 
mechanical cues to cells through its inherent matrix stiffness. Through a process 
known as mechanotransduction, cells convert this mechanical cue into a chemical 
response for the behavior of cells (Wozniak et al. 2009; Janmey et al. 2011). 
Overall, ECM is dynamically and imperatively integrated with cell morphology 
and cell function. 
Hence, before designing an ECM mimicking scaffold, it is essential to understand 
the structure and function of various ECM components. Fundamentally, ECM 
comprises water and two main classes of biomacromolecules, namely, 
proteoglycans and fibrous proteins like collagens, elastins, fibronectins and 
laminins (Frantz et al. 2010). Components of the ECM are produced by specific 
resident cells where they integrate with the existing matrix. Of all the 
biomacromolecules, collagen is the most abundant component of the ECM in all 
types of the tissues and making up to 25% - 35% of the entire protein content of 





Collagen is a family of insoluble fibrous multi-functional protein in the ECM in 
all tissue types‘ especially connective tissue. In fact, it is the single most abundant 
protein in animals with at least 28 types of variants. Of all the types of collagen in 
the body, types I, II, and III are the major fibrillar collagens comprising 80 – 90 
percent (Hulmes. 2002; Kadler. 1995; Van der Rest et al. 1991). Collagen 
provides the structural and physiological functions like cell attachment, 
proliferation, migration and also, transmission of mechanical forces between cells 
in tissues such as liver, skin and neurons (Faassen et al. 1992; Grzesiak et al. 1992; 
Scharffetter-Kochanek et al. 1992; Perris et al. 1993). 
The typical structure of collagen is the triple-helical structure comprising three 
polypeptide chains and each chain possessing around 1000 amino acid residues. 
The three polypeptide chains consist a left-handed, polyproline II-type (PPII) 
helical conformation, in turn, the three chains are supercoiled to form a 
right-handed triple-helix around a central axis. The unique triple-helical structure 
arises from an unusual abundance of three amino acids: glycine (G), proline (P), 
and 4-hydroxyproline (O) (Fraser et al. 1979). These amino acids make up the 
characteristic repeating motif Glycine-X-Y, where X are mostly proline and Y are 
mostly hydroxyproline or hydroxylysine in humans (Sakakibara et al, 1973). 
Glycine being the smallest amino acid fits into the internal crowded center spaces 
of the triple-helix and also stabilizes the triple-helix structure by forming a 




group (C═O) in the adjacent polypeptide chains. Another force which facilitates 
each polypeptide chain to fold together to form a triple-helix is the fixed angle of 
the C – N peptidyl-proline or peptidyl-hydroxyproline bond. Further, Triple-helix 
structure is reinforced by the hydrogen bonds between the hydroxy groups (–OH) 
of 4-hydroxyproline and water molecules (Shoulders et al, 2009). The unique 
amino acids, hydroxyproline and hydroxylysine, are the result of post 
translational modification of the polypeptide chains after being translated.  
 
Figure 2.2: Schematic sketch showing the formation of collagen ECM. The typical 
structure of collagen is the triple-helical structure comprising three polypeptide 
chains and each chain possessing around 1000 amino acids. The three polypeptide 
chains after post translational modification form a super coiled triple-helical unit, 
called, procollagen. Upon release into the extracellular space, procollagen 
molecules undergo processing to form tropocollagen. Then, tropocollagen 
molecules assemble to form collagen fibrils. Then, collagen fibrils self-assemble to 
form collagen fibers or bundles. These collagen fibers then self-assemble to form 
the ECM collagen fibers of the cells. 
In the case of most abundant fibrillar type I collagen as illustrated in Figure 2.2, 




a supercoiled trimer, with three polypeptide strands that adopt the PPII-type 
helical conformation. The formed triple-helical procollagen is secreted from cells 
in soluble form, then, procollagen is processed by several enzymes like 
procollagen metalloproteinases to form tropocollagen. One of the processing steps 
includes removal of N- and C-terminal propeptides resulting in the formation of 
tropocollagen. Then, the formed tropocollagen molecules pack against one 
another in a staggered fashion to form nanofibrous structure known as collagen 
fibrils (Ottani et al. 2001; Ottani et al. 2002). Collagen fibrils in turn form 
collagen fibers with larger diameter by self-assembling both linearly and laterally. 
The ECM of the cells is composed of these collagen nanofibers. The structural 
integrity of the ECM is attributed to the multiple levels of collagen‘s structural 
hierarchy which is also necessary to provide binding sites for other proteins and 
cells (O'Leary et al. 2011).  
Collagen along with providing structural support also provides certain 
biochemical cues for the cells to adhere to the ECM e.g. the triple-helical 
sequence ―GFOGER‖ corresponding to residues 502 to507 of collagen α1(I) is 
identified as the major integrin receptor binding locus within type I collagen 
(Knight et al. 1998). This sequence is recognized by the integrins α2β1, α1β1, 
α10β1 and α11β1 present as the cell surface receptors to cascade the intracellular 
signaling pathways, thereby, resulting in cellular functions like adhesion, 




Hence, the unique and specific amino acid sequence in the collagen leads to the 
formation of the unique signature structure of collagen which is required for its 
function as an ECM structure. 
 
 
2.6. ECM structural mimic – hydrogels  
One such scaffold design amenable to favoring tissue engineering and 
regenerative medicine applications is hydrogels. Hydrogels are a cross-linked 
network of monomers, oligomers, or polymers that contain 90–95% water in 
volume and structurally mimic the ECM of the natural tissue (Wichterle et al. 
1960).
 
Hydrogels exhibit many unique physicochemical properties which are 
advantageous for biomedical applications such as tissue engineering, regenerative 
medicine and drug delivery (Kopecek. 2007; Lutolf. 2009; Chung 2009; Oh. 2010; 
Lee et al. 2008; Geckil et al. 2010). In addition, they are excellent candidates for 
encapsulating biomacromolecules including proteins and DNA (Peppas et al. 
2000), thus, acting as good carriers for molecular signaling cues. Hydrogel are 
attractive scaffold design for cell encapsulation because of their good 
biocompatibility and high permeability and mass transfer for oxygen, nutrients 
and other water-soluble metabolites (Hunt et al. 2010; Drury et al. 2003; Liu et al. 
2010; Slaughter et al. 2009). The capability of fabricating hydrogels in relatively 
mild conditions like ambient temperature and no requirement of organic solvents 




Hydrogels based on their cross-linking mechanism can be classified into physical 
and chemical hydrogels (Chung et al. 2009; Slaughter et al. 2009). Physical 
crosslinks are not permanent cross-links but include crosslink mechanisms such 
as entangled chains, hydrogen bonding, hydrophobic interaction and crystallite 
formation (Zhu et al. 2009). On the other hand, chemical (or covalent) crosslinks, 
are formed by covalent bonds which are permanent junctions (Hoffman. 2002).  
Hydrogels are prepared from natural, synthetic or their hybrid polymers (Davis et 
al. 2002; Zhu et al. 2011). Hydrogels made from natural polymers like 
polysaccharides (Sechriest et al. 1999), cellulose derivatives (Hirsch et al. 2002) 
and proteins (Kennedy et al. 2001) exhibit several advantageous properties such 
as inherent biocompatibility and biodegradability but may not provide sufficient 
mechanical properties, may possess limited tunability and may lead to immune 
reactions due to the source it is obtained. Albeit, hydrogels prepared from proteins 
are of particular interest, due to their ability to form complex hierarchical 
structures (Trabbic-Carlson et al. 2003). Hydrogels fabricated using natural 
polymer biomaterials possess the capability to mimic the target tissue more 
closely and usually these natural polymers are components of the ECM.  
Synthetic hydrogels, on the other hand, offer the advantage of well-defined 
structures with well-defined mechanical strength that can be modified to yield 
tailorable degradability specific to the tissue but lack the inherent bioactive 




like synthetic hydrophobic polymers such as poly(lactic acid) or poly(glycolic 
acid) or synthetic hydrophilic polymers like poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) 
(El-Sherbiny et al. 2013). Networks of hydrophobic polymers have limited water 
absorption capabilities whereas hydrophilic polymer hydrogels are useful because 
of their high water content and rubbery state, which mimic the natural tissue. 
However, the hydrogel material should strike an optimum hydrophobic and 
hydrophilic balance to allow cell adhesion and subsequently leading to cell 
spreading and cell proliferation (Zhu. 2010). 
The need for functional hydrogels exhibiting both biocompatibility and 
biodegradability with sufficient mechanical strength led to the formation of 
hybrid hydrogels with both natural and synthetic polymers (Hoffman. 2002). One 
such strategy is the semi-interpenetrating network hydrogels (S-IPNs). S-IPNs are 
fabricated either by sequentially polymerizing one monomer in the presence 
followed by polymerizing the second monomer or by polymerizing both the 
monomers together provided the polymerization mechanism of two polymer are 
significantly different processes (Zhu et al. 2011; Burke et al. 2012).   
2.7. ECM component mimic - collagen hydrogels 
The almost ubiquitous presence of collagen in vivo for all tissue types led to its 
most popularity as the natural tissue specific polymer for tissue engineering and 
regenerative medicine scaffold biomaterial. In addition, collagen possesses 




ease of availability and moderate tunability. Collagen-based functional scaffold 
are derived through two fundamental techniques namely, decellularized collagen 
matrix which retains the native tissue ECM structure and composition and 
processed collagen obtained by extraction, purification and polymerization of 
collagen and its diverse components from various animal sources like bovine, 
porcine, equine and fish.  
Collagen-based scaffolds in the form of hydrogels are used for experimental and 
few commercial clinical applications in cartilage (Schulz. 2008; Zheng et al. 
2009), bone (Du et al. 2000, Liao et al. 2009) cardiac (Park et al. 2005), skeletal 
muscle (Beier et al. 2009), vascular (Boccafoschi et al. 2007; Tedder et al. 2009), 
skin (Trottier et al. 2008; Karr. 2008), corneal (Griffith et al. 2009; Rafat et al. 
2009) urogenital (Akbal et al. 2006; Liu et al. 2009), neural (Sun et al. 2007; 
Bozkurt et al. 2009) tissue engineering and regenerative medicine and so on. 
Although, natural collagen-based scaffolds are widely used in clinics and in 
research for various tissue engineering and regenerative medicine applications, 
yet, it is plagued with several deleterious properties. Namely, immunogenicity and 
antigenicity associated with the source of collagen; batch to batch variability due 
to processing control difficulties; limited flexibility and modifiability in terms of 
mechanical and biochemical properties; and above all, presence of unique amino 
acids in the structure leading to deprived recombinant production technologies. 




2.8. ECM mimic - collagen mimetic peptide amphiphile hydrogels 
Even though collagen derived components provide a good biomaterial scaffold, 
the inherent deleterious properties led to the need for alternative biomaterials 
negating these deleterious properties and possessing required properties arose. 
Hence, over the years, conceptualizing and designing of ECM mimicking 
materials became imperative and attractive. Thus, mimics of ECM of the tissue 
natural polymers like collagen, fibronectin, laminin and so on have gained 
importance and popularity. 
Almost for a century now, collagen is the focus of study for several research 
groups either to decipher its structure, stability, hierarchical assembly or 
biochemical properties. Natural collagen due to its inherent variants and large 
molecular weight poses a difficulty for the purpose of the study, hence 
increasingly, smaller synthetic collagen like triple-helical folding peptides are 
used. Recent review presents an exhaustive outlook on the various synthetic 
collagen mimics, called collagen mimetic peptides (CMPs), with a focus on their 
primary structure and hierarchical self-assembly to form higher order structures 
Fallas et al. 2010). The CMPs also aid in identifying the specific sequences in 
collagen facilitating the adhesion. The abundant wealth of knowledge regarding 
collagen using CMPs led to the substitution of CMPs in place of collagen for 
biological applications.  




ongoing to tap the enormous potentiality of CMPs for this purpose. The 
pioneering studies using CMP for tissue engineering and regenerative purposes 
employed composite scaffold designs with synthetic polymer providing the 
structural support of the scaffold and CMP providing the biological signal cues 
for the cells. Khew et al. (2007) designed Poly 
(3-hydroxybutyrate-co-3-hydroxyvalerate) microspheres functionalized with CMP 
incorporated with GFOGER sequence for culturing Hep3B cells for liver tissue 
engineering. This study marked a significant breakthrough in tapping the 
biomolecular signaling cues present in collagen. However, the use of 
microspheres to provide the mechanical cue and the form for the scaffold failed to 
achieve the tissue like microenvironment. Further on, Lee et al (2008) designed a 
new type of synthetic hydrogel scaffold employing polymer-peptide hybrid. The 
scaffold was fabricated as collagen mimetic peptide – conjugated poly(ethylene 
oxide) diacrylate hydrogel and was employed for encapsulation of mesenchymal 
stem cells for chondrogenic differentiation. Thus, this study as well taps the use of 
collagen mimetic peptide for biomolecular signaling only. Hence, there is need to 
design a novel scaffold biomaterial that can mimic collagen both structurally and 
functionally to fully and more closely resemble the ECM of target cells. This need 
led to the development of peptide based hydrogels. 
Peptide based hydrogels have the potential to be designed according to the target 
cell niche synthetically yet biochemically mimicking the natural cell niche. Solid 




such peptide scaffold biomaterial design is based on self-assembling peptide 
amphiphiles. The design of single-tail peptide amphiphiles (PAs) was first 
developed by Hartgerink and Stupp (Hartgerink et al. 2001). Moving on, several 
self-assembling peptide amphiphile designs that can form nanofibers have been 
created and used for tissue engineering and regenerative medicine applications 
(Silva et al. 2004; Tysseling-Mattiace et al. 2008; Tysseling et al. 2010; Webber 
et al. 2010; Zhang et al. 2010; Angeloni et al. 2011; Chow et al. 2011).Single tail 
peptide amphiphile (PA), as shown in figure 2.3, contains distinct hydrophobic 
and hydrophilic segments comprising of alkyl or acyl chains (Cui et al. 2010) and 
other hydrophobic compounds (Tovar et al. 2005) and amino acid residues 
respectively.  
 
Figure 2.3: Single tail peptide amphiphile (PA) showing distinct hydrophobic and 
hydrophilic segments. The hydrophobic segment is made up of fatty acid coupling 
in the N-terminal of hydrophilic peptide segment. 
Peptide amphiphiles are capable to spontaneously organize into highly ordered 
nanostructures in a free-energy driven process in a manner molecularly 
determined by the peptide sequence. The self assembly process is coordinated by 
the same forces which are involved in the cells for the process of protein folding. 
These forces are non-covalent inter- and intra-molecular interactions such as 




groups and peptide backbone, pi-pi stacking and hydrophobic interactions. In 
particular, peptides of certain sequences are capable of forming regular hydrogen 
bonding between their backbones to give their signature secondary structures of 
beta-sheet and alpha helixes that facilitate the self-assembly process (Hartgerink 
et al. 2001). Therefore, the programmability of the peptide sequence by changing 
the type or/and order of amino acids in the sequence of the peptide enables 
molecular designers to precisely design various kinds of nanostructures.  
In brief, the base configuration of the PA designed by Hartgerink and Stupp 
(Hartgerink et al. 2001), as shown in figure 2.4, typically has three key structural 
features in the hydrophilic peptide region. The first region is the consecutive 
β-sheet forming amino acids like valine (V), alanine (A), etc., followed by a 
charged region comprising charged amino acids like lysine (K) or glutamic acid 
(E) and finally, the flexible region which enables displaying of the cell adhesion 
ligands like isoleucine (I) – lysine (K) – valine (V) – alanine (A) – valine (V) 
(IKVAV) derived from laminin on the surface. 
 
Figure 2.4: Single tail peptide amphiphile (PA) showing distinct hydrophilic 
segment made up of β-sheet forming amino acids like valine (V) and alanine (A), 
followed by a charged region comprising charged amino acids like lysine (K) and 
finally, the flexible region which enables displaying of the cell adhesion ligands 
like isoleucine-lysine-valine-alanine-valine (IKVAV) derived from laminin on the 





Figure 2.5: Single tail peptide amphiphile (PA) developed by Stupp‘s group in 
2001 is shown to form high-aspect ratio nanofiber when triggered by a pH change 
or charge screening by appropriate salts. In brief, initially, the hydrophobic 
moieties collapse into the core of the nanofiber. Then upon trigger of charge 
screening, the peptide sequence elongates the nanostructure via β-sheet formation. 
The formed nanofibers entangle to form hydrogels. 
The formation of nanofiber by peptide amphiphile is a self-assembly bottom-up 
process triggered by external stimuli. The theoretical mechanism, as shown in 
figure 2.5, is as follows, the amphiphilic nature of the peptide amphiphile results 
in the formation of micelles in the solution, these micelles then form cylindrical 
nanofiber instead of spherical micelle or vesicle because of dominant electrostatic 
attractive forces of the hydrophilic head group in presence of charged ions or pH 
triggers i.e. by charge screening over the hydrophobic force of the tail group 
(Hartgerink et al. 2002). The cylindrical nanofiber also gets its directionality from 




nanofibers at above certain critical concentration aggregate through physical 
cross-links to form functional bioactive scaffolds like hydrogels. 
The PA system has the potentiality to mimic several ECM molecules based on the 
sequence in the flexible region like Arginine-Glycine-Aspartic acid (RGD) or 
Arginine-Glycine-Aspartic acid-Serine (RGDS) (Mann et al. 2002; Sargeant et al. 
2008) sequence to mimic fibronectin, IKVAV (Tysseling et al. 2010 ) sequence to 
mimic laminin and heparin binding mimics (Rajangam et al. 2006; Rajangam et al. 
2008). In addition, PA system can be employed to design growth factor binding 
mimics and growth factor mimics such as bone morphogenetic protein 2 (BMP-2) 
binding mimics (Lee et al. 2014) and vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) 
mimics (Webber et al. 2011) respectively. 
Few research groups studied the applicability of PA nanofibers and hydrogels for 
tissue regeneration applications like neural tissue engineering, bone tissue 
engineering and liver tissue engineering using different tissue specific ECM 
mimics. Fibronectin mimetic bioactive PA nanofiber networks were 
self-assembled into the pores of titanium alloy foams for bone repair (Sargeant et 
al. 2008). In yet another study, injectable laminin mimetic PA nanofiber hydrogel 
was used to study the functional recovery of neurons at the site of spinal injury 
(Tysseling et al. 2010). Novel PA designs possessing heparin-binding mimetic 
sequence enabled the optimal display of heparin-binding sequence in a large 




present in the ECM, which in turn captured growth factors possessing 
heparin-binding domains such as basic fibroblast growth factor 2 (bFGF-2) and 
VEGF and eventually, aiding in angiogenesis (Rajangam et al. 2006; Rajangam et 
al. 2008).   
In line with the synthesis of ECM mimicking self-assembling peptides, Raines‘ 
group and Koide‘s group developed a strategy to prepare hydrogel forming 
self-assembling collagen-mimetic supramolecule peptides (Koide et al. 2005; 
Kotch et al. 2006; Yamazaki et al.2008). Our group also designed a hydrogel 
forming self-assembling mimic of collagen to form nanofibrous hydrogels (Luo et 
al. 2011).  
 
Figure 2.6: Single tail collagen mimetic peptide amphiphile (CM-PA) developed 
by Luo and Tong in 2011. CM-PA consists of a long alkyl tail of palmitoyl (C16) 
group that forms the lipophilic segment. Followed by, five consecutive β-sheet 
forming amino acids alanine (A) that forms the β-sheet segment. Further on, 
charged region comprising of charged amino lysine (K). Finally, the epitope 
segment displaying the cell adhesion ligand mimicking the primary sequence of 
collagen i.e. repeats of Glycine (G)–Proline (P)–Hydroxyproline (O) (GPO) along 
with the triple-helical cell binding sequence, glycine (G) – phenylalanine (F) – 
hydroxyproline (O) – glycine (G) – glutamine (E) – arginine (R) (GFOGER). 
In brief, as shown in figure 2.6, CM-PA typically has four key structural features. 
Firstly, a long alkyl tail of palmitoyl (C16) group that conveys hydrophobic 




consecutive alanine (A) amino acid residues were chosen. Alanine was chosen as 
it is a weak β-sheet former and has propensity for formation of α-helices (Chou et 
al. 1974). Further on, charged region comprising of charged amino acid lysine (K). 
Finally, the epitope segment displaying the cell adhesion ligand mimicking the 
primary sequence of collagen i.e. repeats of Glycine (G)–Proline (P)–
Hydroxyproline (O) (GPO) along with the triple-helical cell binding sequence 
GFOGER. The repeats of GPO confer the triple-helical nature to the peptide 
amphiphile. Thus, the CM-PA design provides the required biochemical cue 
necessary for appropriate cell behavior. 
The only disadvantage of such a versatile system is its cost considerations. 
Though the large-scale synthesis of proteins comprising hundreds of residues still 
remains a daunting challenge, oligopeptides can be produced rather easily using 
standard solid-phase synthesis. But, in the light of the abundant benefit provided, 
these oligopeptides could serve as an effective, low-cost alternative for functional 
mimicry of large proteins especially like collagen, fibronectin, laminin, growth 
factors like VEGF, bFGF etc. 
The immense advantages of the self-assembling peptide amphiphile system in 
particular, self-assembling collagen mimetic peptide amphiphile system out 
weighs in comparison to the economy disadvantage. Hence, the promising 
self-assembling collagen mimetic peptide system designed by Raines‘s and 




was used for human dermal fibroblast culture (Yamazaki et al. 2010). In addition, 
self-assembling collagen mimetic peptide system designed by our group was also 
used for culture of Hep3B cells (Luo et al. 2011). Both the designs employed for 
cell culture on self-assembling peptide employing the technique of coating the 
nanofibers on the surface of the culture plates for cell adhesion and proliferation 
studies. Also, both the papers confirm the role of GFOGER sequence for integrin 
mediated cell adhesion. 
2.9. Cells - fibroblasts 
L929 fibroblast cells are a mouse subcutaneous connective tissue, areolar and 
adipose fibroblast cells. L929 fibroblast cells exhibit robust nature and plasticity 
to modulate behavior by the ECM molecules such as collagen in the stimulation 
of mechanical and biochemical triggers (Daley et al. 2008; Farahani et al. 2008; 
Gjorevski et al. 2009; Jiang et al. 2007). Several research works support the 
plasticity nature of fibroblast e.g. commercial collagen membrane devices, 
varying in origin of collagen and presence and absence of cross-links and 
cross-linking agents, used for wound healing and tissue regenerative applications 
showed different fibroblast cellular behavior (Rothamel et al. 2004). Also, many 
works are carried out to study the behavior of fibroblasts in 2D (Harris et al. 1984) 
and 3D (Jiang et al. 2005; Rhee et al. 2007; Da Rocha Azevedo et al. 2012). From 
earlier studies, it is evident that mouse fibroblast phenotype and gene expression 
are altered by their adhesion state (Carlson M.A. et al. 2009). Studies performed 




types, especially with fibroblasts, is directly relevant to different aspects of tissue 














A detailed description of all the materials and methods employed for the work in 











All peptide amphiphile sequences were purchased from biopeptek inc. (Malvern, 
Pennsylvania, United States) with a purity >95%. Table 3.1 tabulates the list of 
peptide amphiphile design sequences synthesized along with its labels. The 
sequence is written from the N-terminal to C-terminal of the peptide  
Table 3.1: List of all the peptide amphiphile design sequences from the 








* C16 stands for palmitic acid modification in the N-terminal of the peptide. 
Standard one-letter amino acid code listed in Appendix B is used to express the 
sequences of the peptide.  
Peptide amphiphile (PA) sample solutions were prepared only with ultrapure 
water filtered through 0.22 μm filter. Polyethylene glycol di-acrylate, mw 2000 
(PEGDA) was purchased from Jenkem Technology, USA. Phosphate buffered 
saline (PBS), ammonium hydroxide (NH4OH), trisodium phosphate (Na3PO4), 
irgacure 2959, hoechst 33258, phalloidin-tetramethylrhodamine isothiocyanate 




albumin (BSA), saponin, phosphotungstic acid (PTA) and dimethyl sulfoxide 
(DMSO) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Glutaraldehyde was purchased 
from Merck (USA). Bovine collagen solution, Type I (PureCol®) for cell culture 
was purchase from Advanced BioMatrix, USA. Coomassie (Bradford) Protein 
Assay Kit for peptide estimation was purchased from Thermo Scientific, USA. 
L929 fibroblast cells were obtained from the American type culture collection 
(ATCC), USA. Dulbecco‘s modified Eagle‘s medium (DMEM), fetal bovine 
serum (FBS), trypsin and antibiotics for cell culture were obtained from Hyclone, 
USA. Fibroblast Basal Medium and fibroblast Growth Kit-Low serum was 
obtained from ATCC, USA. 
3.2. Hydrogel fabrication techniques 
3.2.1. Fabrication of self-assembling peptide amphiphile hydrogels  
PA samples of required concentration (say 5 mM) were dissolved in filtered 
ultrapure water and stored at 4°C for at least 2 days prior to salt induced nanofiber 
self-assembly. The hydrogel samples were prepared in 96 well plates. PA 
self-assembly to form nanofiber and subsequently hydrogels was triggered by the 
addition of equal volume of four times molarity of trisodium phosphate salt (say 
20 mM). Mixed PA hydrogels were made up of required concentrations of 
different PA which includes for example, 10 % of CM-PA and 90% of K-PA in 




subsequently hydrogels was also triggered using trisodium phosphate salt. This 
technique of hydrogel fabrication is used in chapters 4 and 7. 
3.2.2. Fabrication of semi-interpenetrating network hydrogels 
Semi-interpenetrating network hydrogels of PA (individual and mixed) and 
PEGDA were prepared.  In brief, equal volumes of 20% w/v PEGDA and 10 
mM PA solutions were mixed with the photo-intiator Irgacure 2959 with final 
concentration of 0.1% w/v. Photo initiator solution was prepared by diluting 10% 
w/v Irgacure 2959 in DMSO to 1 % w/v in de-ionized water. PA nanofiber 
self-assembly was induced using 40 mM trisodium phosphate salt solution. 
Following the nanofiber formation of the PA, ultra-violet (UV) cross-linking at 
10-15 mW/cm
2
 for 120 seconds using 365 nm UV light was performed to 
photo-crosslink PEGDA resulting in the formation of PA-PEGDA 
semi-interpenetrating network hydrogels. This technique of hydrogel fabrication 
is used in chapter 5. 
3.2.3. Fabrication of cross-linked hydrogels 
Covalently cross-linked hydrogels of mixed PAs i.e. 10 % of CM-PA and 90% of 
K-PA in the total concentration of PAs were prepared by using chemical 
cross-linker glutaraldehyde. PA samples of required concentration (say 5 mM) 
containing 10 % of CM-PA and 90% of K-PA were dissolved in filtered ultrapure 
water and stored at 4°C for at least 2 days prior to salt induced nanofiber 




self-assembly to form nanofiber and subsequently hydrogels was triggered by the 
addition 20 mM trisodium phosphate salts. Then, the formed nanofibers were 
allowed to cross-link with glutaraldehyde cross-linker in 1:0.5 and 1:1 Molar 
ratios of the lysine end group in the PA. The formed cross-linked hydrogels were 
incubated with glycine overnight to neutralize any active glutaraldehyde 
cross-linker. Control mixed PA hydrogel construct without glutaraldehyde 
cross-linking was also prepared. This technique of hydrogel fabrication is 
employed in chapter 6. 
3.3. Physical characterization techniques 
3.3.1. Morphological characterization - Transmission Electron Microscope  
Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) images of the nanofibers were taken on 
a JEOL JEM 2010 TEM operating at 200 kV accelerating voltage. The samples 
were prepared on a holey carbon copper grid. Negative staining was carried out 
with 1 w/v% phosphotungstic acid in water. TEM grids were prepared by casting 
10 μL of salt induced self-assembled PA nanofibers onto the carbon side of the 
grid, followed by wicking off the excess moisture with filter paper after 1 min. 
Negative staining was then performed by placing the grid carbon-side down on a 
droplet of filtered phosphotungstic acid solution for 30 seconds. Then, the 




3.3.2. Morphological characterization – Scanning Electron Microscope 
Internal structure of the PA-PEGDA semi-interpenetrating network hydrogels 
were observed using XL30 FEG Scanning Electron Microscope in cryo mode 
(Cryo-SEM). Swollen PA-PEGDA semi-interpenetrating network hydrogel 
samples were freezed in liquid nitrogen, fractured and sublimed at 95°C for 10 
mins. Then, the constructs were gold sputter coated for 10 mins in pre-chamber of 
the SEM. Finally, images were obtained by viewing using an electron 
microscope. 
3.3.3. Circular dichroism spectroscopy 
Circular dichroism (CD) experiments was performed using the JASCO J-810 
spectropolarimeter (Jasco, Tokyo) equipped with a Peltier device for temperature 
control. The spectra were obtained in water using a 1 mm quartz cuvette (Hellma, 
Germany) at room temperature over a wavelength range of 190-240 nm at a scan 
speed of 50 nm/min.. Spectrum is obtained as an average of five scans. A volume 
of 400 μl of required concentration of PA (individual or mixed) sample 
self-assembled to form nanofiber using salt trigger is used.  




 is calculated 
from the measured ellipticity using the following equation: 
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Where, θ is the ellipticity in milli degrees, m is the molecular weight in g/mol, c is 
the concentration in mg/ml and l is the path length of the cuvette in cm. 
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Where, red shift is calculated in nm, x is wavelength at positive CD peak maxima 
in nm and y is the wavelength at negative CD peak maxima in nm. 
3.3.4. Melting curve studies  
Melting studies for CM-PAs were also performed on a J-810 spectropolarimeter 
(Jasco, Great Dunmow, Essex, UK) equipped with a Peltier device for 
temperature control using a 1 mm quartz cuvette (Hellma, Germany). Melting 
point curves were obtained by recording the ellipticity at 223 nm, where the CD 
positive peak signal was maximum, while the temperature was continuously 
increased between 5°C and 80°C, at a rate of 0.2 °C/min. For samples exhibiting 
sigmoidal melting curves, the reflection point in the transition region (first 
derivative) is defined as the melting temperature (Tm). CM-PAs are prepared and 
stored at 4°C for at least 24 hours prior to the experiment.  
3.3.5. Blending test - Fourier Transform – Infra-red spectroscopy 
Blending of PA and PEGDA in PA-PEGDA semi-interpenetrating network 
hydrogels was characterized using Fourier Transform – Infra-red spectroscopy 
(FTIR) on a Bio-Rad FTIR spectrophotometer (Model FTS135). In brief, 
PA-PEGDA semi-interpenetrating network hydrogels were freeze dried and 
powdered. The powdered sample was grinded with potassium bromide (KBr) in a 
weight ratio 1:49. The ground powder was cast into a pellet using pressure 






 to 4000 cm
-1
 wavenumber range under ambient conditions in 
transmission mode. Typically, 16 scans at a resolution of 8 cm
-1
 were 
accumulated to obtain one spectrum. 
3.3.6. Stability testing - Bradford assay  
Microplate protocol with working range 1-25μg/mL using Coomassie (Bradford) 
Protein Assay Kit (Thermo Scientific, USA) was employed to determine the 
amount of peptide leached from the PA-PEGDA semi-interpenetrating network 
hydrogel constructs. In brief, 150μL of 48 hours hydrogel incubated de-ionized 
water was taken in 96 well plates and incubated for 10 minutes at room 
temperature after addition of equal volume of Bradford reagent. Absorbance was 
measured at 595 nm on a microplate reader (Tecan infinite M200). Standard curve 
was prepared for each PA individually.  
3.3.7. Swelling characteristics  
The swelling behavior of the hydrogels is evaluated using conventional 
gravimetric methods. Completely freeze dried gels were immersed in deionized 
water at 37°C. At equilibrium conditions i.e. after 3 days, hydrogels were blotted 
dry and weighed using an electronic balance. The swollen gels were then again 
freeze dried and weighed.  
Percentage equilibrium swelling degree is determined as the percentage of wet 
weight over dry weight. Percentage equilibrium water content (EWC) is 
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Where, meq is the equilibrium wet weight and m0 is the dry weight of the 
semi-interpenetrating network hydrogel constructs. 
Percentage equilibrium swelling degree is calculated using the following formula, 
                                  
      
  
      (4) 
Where, meq is the equilibrium wet weight and m0 is the dry weight of the 
semi-interpenetrating network hydrogel constructs. 
3.3.8. Rheological characterization  
All rheological studies were done using AR G2 Rheometer with a 20‖ parallel 
plate configuration with a gap of 50 μm. Peptide amphiphile nanofiber hydrogels 
induced by the addition of equal volume of four times molarity of trisodium 
phosphate salt were prepared directly on the rheometer plate. Strain sweeps were 
done at a frequency of 10 rad/s and frequency sweeps were done at a constant 
strain of 0.5%. Frequency sweep curves and strain sweep curves for all constructs 
were obtained as a log-log graph. 
3.3.9. Mechanical properties characterization 
Mechanical properties of PA-PEGDA semi-interpenetrating network hydrogel and 
glutaraldehyde cross-linked PA hydrogels were performed using a universal 
mechanical testing machine (Instron, USA) for compressive tests with a 5N load 
cell at an compression rate of 0.1mm/min for hydrogels. Vernier caliper was used 






 software. Stress-strain graph was fitted and compressive 
modulus was calculated from the initial linear range of the graph (~10% strain). 
Breaking point was determined as the stress at which there was a sudden drastic 
drop in the compressive stress owing to the breaking of the semi-interpenetrating 
network hydrogel constructs.  
3.4. Biological characterization techniques 
3.4.1. Cell culture of L929 fibroblast cells 
L929 fibroblast cells were cultured in high glucose Dulbecco‘s modified Eagle‘s 
medium (DMEM) with 10% v/v fetal bovine serum and 1% v/v antibiotic solution 
(penicillin - 100U/mL and streptomycin - 100μg/mL) at 37°C in an incubator with 
5% CO2.The cells were grown in a T75 flask and the medium was replenished 
with fresh supply of medium every 3-5 days. Cells were harvested for cell 
proliferation studies when it was 80-90% confluent. 2000 cells are seeded for 
each construct for Cell proliferation studies.  
3.4.2. Cell viability and cell proliferation assay  
Cell viability and cell proliferation was determined using thiazolyl Blue 
Tetrazolium Bromide (MTT) assay. In brief, medium was removed and gels were 
washed with PBS to remove unattached cells. Then 1:10 MTT reagent in medium 
without serum was added and incubated for 4 hours at 37°C in dark. The formed 




with reference at 690 nm. Standard curve with known cell numbers was plotted to 
determine the cell number in the sample constructs.  
3.4.3. Immunofluorescence staining for cell adhesion and spreading  
Attachment of L929 fibroblast cells onto the constructs was visualized using 
confocal microscopy after immunofluorescence staining. In brief, fibroblasts were 
cultured for 2 days on various PA-PEGDA semi-interpenetrating network 
hydrogel constructs in Lab-Tek® chamber slides with glass bottom for direct 
confocal microscopy visualization. Attached L929 fibroblast cells on various 
PA-PEGDA semi-interpenetrating network hydrogel constructs were fixed in cold 
3.7 v/v% formaldehyde for 15 min and permeabilized with 0.2% saponin solution 
for 5 mins. Then, constructs were blocked with 1 w/v% bovine serum albumin 
(BSA) in PBS. Staining of the cell actin cytoskeleton and cell nucleus was done 
with phalloidin-tetramethylrhodamine isothiocyanate (1:750 dilutions in PBS) and 
Hoechst (1:3000 dilutions in PBS) for 45 minutes respectively. Finally, the 
samples were washed for five times with PBS and visualized under a confocal 
laser scanning microscope (CLSM) (C1 system, Nikon, Singapore).  
3.5. Statistical analysis  
All the data presented in all the chapters except for cell culture represent mean ± 
standard deviation values of three experiments for each construct. Cell culture 




experiments for each construct. Statistical differences between groups were found 














A description of the preliminary experiments that led to the research objectives 










Sometimes by losing a battle you find a new way to win the war. 
- Donald Trump 
4.1. Introduction 
With the success of developing a versatile CM-PA nanofiber hydrogel (Luo et al. 
2011), the next step was to employ the CM-PA nanofiber hydrogel for tissue 
engineering and regenerative medicine applications. One of the key and early 
biomedical applications that has gained commercial importance is wound healing, 
repair and regeneration with a focus on skin tissue engineering. 
4.1.1. Skin 
Skin is the largest organ in the human body accounting almost one-tenth of the 
total body mass (Metcalfe et al. 2007). Skin is extremely important for the 
survival of human beings. Skin performs several vital functions such as (i) 
protective barrier from external factors like mechanical impact, micro-organisms, 
radiation; (ii) regulatory organ against temperature variations; and (iii) organ of 
sensation provided by the presence of several nerve cells with each acting as 
receptors for touch, temperature and pain (Proksch et al. 2008; Madison. 2003). 
Structurally, skin is one of the complex organs composed of different layers each 
with diverse kind of cells and ECM architecture. Broadly, skin is made up of 
three layers namely, the outer epidermis, the middle dermis and the inner 
hypodermis (Boranic et al. 1999). Each layer has its unique ECM architecture and 




these layers, skin also possesses appendages like hair, sweat glands also called as 
sebaceous glands and so on. Outer epidermis is the cell rich layer with a pool of 
cells, majorly, the keratinocytes and sparse ECM. Other cells which co-exist with 
keratinocytes in the epidermis are melanocytes, Langerhans cells and Merkel cells. 
Keratinocytes produce the keratin, the insoluble fibrous protein, which accounts 
for almost 95% of all the proteins in epidermis (Watt. 1988). Dermis forms the 
bulk of the outer skin with almost 10 to 40 times thicker than the outer epidermis. 
Dermis is majorly made up as bio-macromolecular glycoproteineous gel with 80% 
water, 70-90% collagen, particularly collagen type I (M.C. Branchet et al, 1990), 
elastin fibers and other proteins. Fibroblasts are the main cell type in dermis 
(Huang et al. 1998). Dermis ECM mostly type I collagen fibrils produced by 
fibroblasts along with elastin fibers provide the structural support for the skin. 
Unlike epidermis, dermis is vascularized, thus, it is able to provide energy and 
nutrition to the outer epidermis. In addition, dermis also to play a vital role in 
temperature regulation and in wound healing. Hypodermis is essentially the 
energy reserve layer of the skin made up of fat cells, called adipocytes.  
4.1.2. The problem: chronic skin wounds 
Wound healing is a natural dynamic process (Clark. 1996). Wound healing takes 
place through an intricate cascade of interactions between various cells to 
restructure and regenerate the injured skin to its native state. Unfortunately, often 
times wounds exhibit impaired healing after a long period of time; such wounds 




or open sores developed due to conditions like cardiovascular or peripheral 
vascular disease, diabetes mellitus or obesity (Sen et al. 2009). Chronic skin 
wounds can be also caused by trauma like burns and cut injuries.  
The number of people suffering due to chronic wounds is staggering. According 
to a medical technology market report globally; approximately 3.5 million people 
of the 50 million people meeting with burn accidents require wound care products 
for treatment (MedMarket Diligence, company report, 2011). In addition, 
approximately 4.5 million people need treatment for pressure ulcers, 
approximately 9.7 million for venous ulcers, and approximately 10.0 million 
diabetic ulcers. An increasingly growing aging population is further increasing the 
probability of people with chronic wounds (MedMarket Diligence, company 
report, 2011). 
Impaired healing of chronic wounds affects the quality of life of a person and puts 
immense burden on the caregivers. To add on, chronic wound care adds a 
tremendous burden to health care management system and our global society on 
the whole (Sen et al. 2009). 
4.1.3. The solution: wound care - skin equivalents 
One such wound care product that promises to heal the wound completely and 
allows regaining quality life is tissue engineered skin equivalents. From almost 
three decades, tissue engineered skin is used for clinical applications. Tissue 




and (ii) Cellular (Jimenez et al. 2004). In brief, acellular tissue engineered skin is 
a scaffold with biomaterials without any cells and cellular tissue engineered skin 
is a scaffold with cells. Acellular tissue engineered skin functions by integrating 
to the host through matrix-cell interactions. Most often its the porous and the cell 
instructive nature of the scaffold that allows host cells to infiltrate and integrate 
seamlessly (Winterswijk et al. 2007). Cellular tissue engineered skin comprise of 
scaffold populated with the major skin cells i.e. keratinocytes or/and fibroblasts or 
other cells like hair follicle cells derived from the patient itself to avoid the risk of 
immune rejection. Tissue engineered skin acts as an equivalent for either outer 
epidermis or middle dermis or both. In both acellular and cellular tissue 
engineered skin, the choice of biomaterial for scaffold for most of the products is 
either collagen or collagen-based with other ECM macromolecules. Collagen is 
the choicest material because of its abundance in ECM of skin and availability in 
abundance. Table 4.1 lists the commercial tissue engineered skin equivalent 
products along with their design approach. This list by no means is exhaustive 
one. 
Table 4.1: List of commercially available tissue engineered skin equivalent 
products along with their type, skin mimicking layer and design approach. This 
table is modified from the articles by Winterswijk et al. 2007 and MacNeil. 2008. 

















  Silicone membrane   




 Porcine dermal collagen ECM 
EZ-Derm 
 
 Aldehyde cross-linked porcine 
dermal ECM 
Matriderm  Bovine collagen-elastin dermal 
ECM 
 
Biobrane   Silicone membrane 
 Nylon mesh with peptides 









 Benzyl ester of hyaluronic 
acid  
 Silicone membrane. 
Myskin Autologous 
keratinocytes 
Poly(vinyl chloride) polymer 
coated with a plasma 
polymerized surface 














 Auto - synthesized 
ECM 
 Polyglactin mesh 
TransCyte Neonatal 
fibroblasts 
 Silicone membrane   




































Even though, the current tissue engineered skin equivalent products created a 
huge milestone in the field of tissue engineering and regenerative medicine, yet, 
they lack and fail to mimic the natural skin in entirety. In addition to their 
deficiency as suitable skin equivalent, most of the current tissue engineered 
artificial skin products are plagued with several problems (MacNeil. 2008). The 
foremost concern is the safety issue which propels the need to avoid animal 
derived materials. The other problems are related to cell culture such as 
attachment of cultured skin cells and development of blood vessels. Finally, the 
biggest challenge to tackle is the avoidance of contraction and fibrosis. Hence, the 




problems is still on. Newer scaffold designs with newer biomaterials designed 
with the knowledge and wisdom gained over the decades in the field of tissue 
engineering have re-kindled the fire to obtain the best skin equivalent.  
One of the promising biomaterials for this purpose is synthetic collagen mimetic 
materials. The current promising scaffold design is to form nanofiber mesh or 
nanofibrous hydrogels (Chandrasekaran et al. 2011; Hodgkinson et al. 2014;). The 
requirement of a nano-topographical surface is met by the self-assemblying 
peptide system. Hence, Bradshaw et al. (2014) developed an efficient therapeutic 
approaches to enhance the rate of skin wound healing using self-assemblying 
peptide nanofiber with a collagen type I motif on the surface. However, the 
fibroblast cells grown on these scaffolds reflected a rounded morphology which is 
indicative of lack of matrix stiffness in the scaffold. However, CM-PA hydrogel 
system offers a promising structural and functional mimic to collagen, thus, 
resembling the ECM of the skin more closely. Hence, we designed an 
experimental strategy to study the culture of fibroblast cells on CM-PA hydrogels. 
In this study, the effect of fibroblast growth in particular to morphology and 
proliferation on CM-PA hydrogel was focused on. Firstly, as a collagen mimetic 
material, a collagen derived biochemical cue was employed. This cue was derived 
from the triple-helical GFOGER integrin receptor binding sequence of collagen. 
Our group published couple of articles featuring the specific recognition of 




(Khew et al. 2008; Khew et al. 2007). Hence, with the evidence of cell instructive 
ability of GFOGER peptide sequence to L929 fibroblast cells, the same cell line 
was used for this study. In addition, short length spacer PA (K-PA) was also 
designed and used in this study to understand the effect of a sequence without 
collagen cell instructive sequence. Mixing of collagen mimetic PA and spacer PA 
results in the protrusion of the collagen cell binding epitope to the surface of the 
nanofiber which enables favorable cell binding activity. Then, the nanostructure 
and functionality of self-assembled PA (individual and mixed) nanofibers were 
studied through various characterization methods. Transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM) was used to study the self-assembled PA nanofiber 
nanostructure. The secondary structure of CM-PAs was characterized using 
circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy and melting curve studies. Subsequently, 
the PA (individual and mixed) nanofiber hydrogels were prepared and 
characterized for their mechanical properties using rheology. Finally, the 
hydrogels were employed to study the effect of fibroblast growth in particular to 
morphology and proliferation. 
4.2. Results and Discussions 
4.2.1. Synthesis of peptide amphiphiles 
Collagen mimetic (CM-PA) and spacer PA (K-PA) were designed and synthesized 
based on Luo et al from biopeptek inc. (Malvern, Pennsylvania, United States). 
The molecular weight was determined using electrospray ionization mass 




that of the desired calculated value. In addition, the purity of the synthesized PA 
was determined using high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) and 
was >95%. The data of the molecular weight and the purity was supplied by the 
manufacturer. Table 4.2 tabulates the molecular sequences and the molecular 
weights of the PAs employed in this study. 
Table 4.2: List of peptide amphiphile design sequence along with its label and 
molecular weight. 
Label Sequence* Molecular Weight 
CM-PA C16-AAAAAKKKKG(GPO)3GFOGER(GPO)3G 3502.2 
K-PA C16-AAAAAKKKKGGK 1367.1 
* C16 stands for palmitic acid modification in the N-terminal of the peptide. 
Standard one-letter amino acid code listed in Appendix B is used to express the 
sequences of the peptide.  
4.2.2. Morphological characterization – Transmission Electron Microscopy 
CM-PA and K-PA molecules spontaneously form micelles in aqueous solution and 
self-assemble to form nanofibers upon charge screening of the charge segment 
(Luo et al. 2011; Hartgerink et al. 2001). Figure 4.1 shows the TEM images 
depicting the morphology of self-assembled CM-PA, K-PA and K-CM-PA 
(construct with equi-molar ratios of K-PA and CM-PA) after screening the 
positive charges of the lysine segment using trisodium phosphate (Na3PO4) salt. 
The images confirm that screening the positive charges in the lysine spacer led to 
the formation of nanofibers. The diameter of the nanofiber was approximately 




marked differences in the length and morphology among CM-PA and K-PA 
including the combination of CM-PA and K-PA in equal ratios. K-PA forms very 
long nanofibers in relation to CM-PA and the combination of the two PAs yields 
nanofibers in intermediate lengths. However, it was difficult to quantify the size 
of the nanofibers owing to its polydisperse distribution.  
 
Figure 4.1: TEM micrographs of self-assembled PA nanofibers (A) CM-PA, (B) 
K-PA, and (C) K-CM-PA (construct with equi-molar ratios of K-PA and CM-PA) 
after charge screening. All the PA nanofibers are with the diameter of ~15 nm. 
However, K-PA forms very long nanofibers in relation to CM-PA and K-CM-PA 
due difference in the hydrophobic and hydrophilic ratio. Scale of the images is 
500 nm. 
The marked difference in length of CM-PA and K-PA is attributed to the number 
of amino acids in the peptide amphiphile. From literature (Gore et al. 2001; Xu et 
al. 2010) it is seen that the hydrophobic interactions of the alkyl tails, steric 
hindrance effects, electrostatic interactions, and hydrogen bonding orchestrate the 




size and shape. In particular, from literature (Meng et al. 2014), it is also observed 
that the longer the amino acid sequence the shorter the length of the nanofiber in 
PA with α-helical epitope due to less pronounced hydrophobic effect of the alkyl 
chain over hydrophilic effect of the peptide length. Hence, CM-PA consisting of 
35 amino acids forms a relatively shorter nanofiber than K-PA consisting of only 
12 amino acids. However, K-CM-PA forms intermediate length nanofiber due to 
inter-mixing of long, K-PA and short, CM-PA nanofibers. 
4.2.3. Circular dichroism spectroscopy  
Structurally, CM-PA and K-PA form markedly different secondary structure. The 
CM-PA similar to collagen exhibits a typical triple-helix secondary structure. The 
signature peaks for typical collagen triple-helix  is a large negative peak at 
approximately 197 nm, crossover near 213 nm and a small positive peak at 
220-225 nm (Lesley et al. 2011). Thus, the formation of collagen mimetic 
nanofiber is confirmed by the presence of the characteristic triple-helical peaks. 
However, the K-PAs in solution assume a micelle configuration over a certain 
critical micelle concentration which is reflected as a random coil configuration in 
the CD spectrum. The signature peak for a random coil is a negative peak at 
around 200nm. Upon trigger of charge screening using high ionic strength using 
Na3PO4 salt, the micelles self-assemble to form β-sheeted nanofiber (Hartgerink 
et al. 2001). Thus, the formation of nanofiber is confirmed by the presence of 
characteristic β-sheet peaks. The characteristic β-sheet peaks are negative peak at 




structure of the PAs was analyzed for the formation of nanofiber using circular 
dichroism (CD) spectrum.  
The CD spectrum of CM-PA is shown in Figure 4.2 as green line. From the 
spectrum, it is confirmed that the CM-PA nanofibers are formed and exhibit a 
typical collagen triple-helix conformation. CM-PA spectrum shows a positive 
peak around 223 nm, crossover around 216 nm and negative peak around 203 nm. 
In addition, CM-PA also displays a red shift in band positions with respect to the 
typical CD spectral band positions of collagen, probably due to the difference in 
amino acid content (Rippon et al. 1971). This conclusion is consistent with that of 
the literature (Luo et al. 2011).  
 
Figure 4.2: CD spectra of CM-PA nanofiber in aqueous solution after charge 
screening (green line) showing the characteristic CD peaks of collagen 
triple-helix i.e. a positive peak around 223 nm, crossover around 216 nm and 
negative peak around 203 nm. CD spectra of K-PA micelle in aqueous solution 
(red line) showing a dominant negative peak around 198 nm that is typical of 
random coil conformation. CD spectra of K-PA nanofiber in aqueous solution 
(blue line) showing a relatively small negative peak at 219 nm and a dominant 




The CD spectrum of K-PA is shown in Figure 4.2 as red and blue line. From the 
spectrum, it is confirmed that the K-PA nanofibers are formed due to β-sheet 
formation. K-PA micelle represented by red line shows a dominant negative peak 
around 198 nm, which is typical of random coil conformation. However, K-PA 
nanofiber represented by blue line shows a relatively small negative peak at 219 
nm and a dominant positive peak at 203 nm. The red shift of the CD signal from 
the signature β-sheet signal is calculated is 6 nm for K-PA nanofiber. The red shift 
is indicative of the twist in the β-sheet and accounts for the rigidity or stiffness of 
the nanofiber (Pashuck et al. 2009). 
4.2.4. Melting curve studies 
Collagen triple-helical conformation is similar to that of the PPII helix 
conformation in the CD spectrum with positive ellipticity around 215-240 nm 
wavelength (Leikina et al. 2002; Madhan et al. 2008). A typical triple-helix is 
stabilized by hydrogen bonds present in the intra- and inter-strand (Shoulders et al, 
2009). Thus, collagen is sensitive to temperature. Collagen triple-helix 
conformation follows a highly cooperative behavior during thermal denaturation 
unlike PPII helix (Bella et al. 1995; Jefferson et al. 1998). Hence, to further 
confirm that CM-PA forms a triple-helix and is different from that of PPII helix, a 
thermal melting curve study using CD spectrum was performed. The thermal 
unfolding experiment monitors the spectral ellipticity as temperature is increased 
at 223 nm at the wavelength where the positive ellipticity is maximum for CM-PA. 




4.3. The sigmoidal curve is typically associated with the cooperative denaturation 
of triple-helical conformation to single-stranded structure. In essence, during the 
temperature transition, the triple-helical structure falls apart by breaking the 
hydrogen bonds between the three polypeptide chains, thus, assuming a 
single-stranded structure. The negative ellipticity at higher temperatures in figure 
4.3 is indicative of the presence of single-stranded structure. In contrast, PPII 
helix undergoes a linear thermal transition and its thermal unfolding curve 
appears as straight line. Hence, it is confirmed that CM-PA forms a triple-helix 
and is different from that of PPII helix. Melting curve is used to determine the 
melting temperature. 
 
Figure 4.3: CD melting curve spectra of CM-PA showing typical sigmoidal 
transition associated with the cooperative denaturation of triple-helical 
conformation to single-stranded structure. Thus, confirming that CM-PA forms a 
triple-helix.  
The first derivative of the melting curve for a CM-PA sample in water was plotted 




the negative peak of first derivative ellipticity in the first derivative CD melting 
curve of CM-PA is defined as the melting temperature (Tm) for CM-PA. Tm 
indicates the temperature at which 50% of the collagen triple-helices are unfolded 
to single-stranded random coils. Tm for CM-PA was found to be at 40°C. This 
result is consistent with that of the literature (Luo et al. 2011). The value of Tm 
represents the stability of the triple-helix. Triple-helix is more stable when the 
value of Tm is higher.  
 
Figure 4.4: First derivative CD melting curve spectra of CM-PA showing the 
melting temperature for CM-PA as 40°C.  
4.2.5. Rheological Characterization 
CM-PA, K-PA and K-CM-PA hydrogels were characterized for their mechanical 
properties by rheological studies using AR-G2 rheometer. Representative strain 
sweep curves are shown in figure 4.5. Strain sweep graphs were taken to 
determine the linear visco-elastic region of the hydrogels. Then, frequency sweep 





Figure 4.5: Representative strain sweep curves showing storage modulus, G‘ (blue 
line) and loss modulus, G‖ (red line) for rheological characterization of 
self-assembled PA nanofiber hydrogels (A) CM-PA, (B) K-PA, and (C) K-CM-PA 
(construct with equi-molar ratios of K-PA and CM-PA) formed after charge 
screening using salt trigger. Strain sweep curves are used to identify the linear 
visco-elastic region for the different hydrogels. 
From the frequency sweep graphs shown in figure 4.6, it is evident that the PA 
hydrogels differ in their storage modulus (G‘) and loss modulus (G‖).  For 
CM-PA hydrogel, G‘ was found to be greater than their respective G‖ for the 
lower frequency range and approaching same G‘ and G‖ for the higher frequency 
range close to 10 rad/s. This behavior is indicative of dominant elastic nature at 
lower frequency but dominant viscous nature at higher frequency (Liu et al. 2013). 
However, In the PA hydrogels K-PA and K-CM-PA, G‘ was found to be greater 
than their respective G‖ over the entire frequency range studied (1 – 10 rad/s). 
This indicates that K-PA and CM-PA hydrogels are showing an elastic solid like 






Figure 4.6: Representative frequency sweep curves showing storage modulus, G‘ 
(blue line) and loss modulus, G‖ (red line) for rheological characterization of 
self-assembled PA nanofiber hydrogels (A) CM-PA, (B) K-PA, and (C) K-CM-PA 
(construct with equi-molar ratios of K-PA and CM-PA) formed after charge 
screening using salt trigger. Frequency sweep curves show that the PA hydrogels 
differ in their G‘ and G‖ which in turn indicates the strength of the hydrogels 
formed. 
As shown in figure 4.7, The G‘ values of all three PA hydrogels at a frequency of 
5 rad/s were compared to determine the relative hydrogel strengths. G‘ of K-PA 
was found to be significantly higher compared to that of CM-PA and K-CM-PA 
by about 15 times and 4 times respectively. In addition, G‘ of K-CM-PA was 
found to be significantly higher compared to that of CM-PA by almost 4 times. To 
sum up, CM-PA hydrogels have the least mechanical strength, K-PA hydrogels 
have the highest strength and K-CM-PA have the intermediate strength. This 
difference is attributed to difference in nanofiber length. Shorter fiber length leads 




entangling to form stronger hydrogels. 
 
Figure 4.7: Column graph showing the G‘ values of self-assembled PA nanofiber 
hydrogels (A) CM-PA, (B) K-PA, and (C) K-CM-PA (construct with equi-molar 
ratios of K-PA and CM-PA) formed after charge screening using salt trigger at a 
frequency of 5 rad/s. G‘ of K-PA was found to be significantly higher compared to 
that of CM-PA and K-CM-PA by about 15 times and 4 times respectively. 
*P<0.05 (Student‘s t-test). 
4.2.6. Fibroblast cell culture on peptide amphiphile and collagen coatings 
L929 fibroblast cells were cultured on the surface of CM-PA, K-PA and K-CM-PA 
nanofiber coatings. In brief, PA samples of required dilute concentration (say 0.5 
mM) were dissolved in filtered ultrapure water and stored at 4°C for at least 2 
days prior to salt induced nanofiber self-assembly. The nanofiber coatings were 
prepared in 96 wells plate. PA self-assembly to form nanofibers and subsequently 
hydrogels was triggered by the addition of equal volumes of PA dilute solution 
(say 20 µl) and four times molarity of trisodium phosphate salt (say 2 mM). 
Mixed PA hydrogels were made up of equi-molar ratios of K-PA and CM-PA. 
After the nanofiber formation using salt trigger, the 96 wells plate was air dried 




of the fibroblast cells were studied under optical microscope as shown in figure 
4.8. Fibroblast on the CM-PA coatings showed rounded morphology on Day 1. 
Fibroblasts on the coating of K-PA exhibited typical fibroblast flat spindle shape 
morphology and K-CM-PA revealed mixed group of fibroblast cells with rounded 
and typical fibroblast flat spindle shape morphology on Day 1. Subsequently, on 
Day 5, Fibroblasts on CM-PA displayed clumped colonies along with typical 
spindle shaped fibroblasts not visible on Day 1. 
 
Figure 4.8: Optical light microscope images of fibroblasts on of self-assembled 
PA nanofiber coatings (A, D) CM-PA, (B, E) K-PA, and (C, F) K-CM-PA 
(construct with equi-molar ratios of K-PA and CM-PA) formed after charge 
screening using salt trigger on Day 1 and Day 5 respectively. The scale of the 
images is 100 microns. 
Fibroblasts on K-PA coating exhibited cell death due to apoptosis indicatated by 
the presence of several dark cells which could be due to lack of cell instructive 
cue and K-CM-PA coating exhibited both relatively smaller clumps of spindle 
shaped fibroblasts and apoptosis of cells. The rounded morphology of fibroblast 
on CM-PA coating can be attributed to lack of mechanical strength (Discher et al. 




cell stretching. The subsequent high proliferation can be attributed to the presence 
of collagen mimetic GFOGER epitope on the PA which induces the cell receptor 
signaling, thus, enabling the synthesis of own ECM matrix ,thus, aiding in cell 
proliferation. The mixed peptide amphiphile nanofiber coating exhibits 
intermediate behaviour of both individual coatings. 
 
Figure 4.9: Cell proliferation assay of fibroblasts on self-assembled PA nanofiber 
coatings of CM-PA, K-PA and K-CM-PA (construct with equi-molar ratios of 
K-PA and CM-PA) formed after charge screening using salt trigger on Day3 (blue 
columns) and Day 7 (red columns). *P<0.05 (Student‘s t-test). 
The cell proliferation on the above constructs is quantified using MTT assay for 
Day 3 and Day 7 and plotted in the graph as shown in figure 4.9 and Student‘s 
t-test with 95% confidence level was used for the analysis of significance. The 
significant difference in cell numbers between CM-PA and K-CM-PA coatings is 
due to the presence of high GFOGER epitope density. This signifies the essential 




difference in the cell numbers on Day 3 and Day 7 in K-PA coating indicating the 
need for cell adhesion sequences. Thus, the mixed PA biomaterial could provide 
choice hydrogel scaffold for fibroblast culture as it provides favorable surface 
biochemical cue for both fibroblast cell spreading and cell proliferation behavior. 
L929 fibroblast cells were also cultured on the surface of collagen coated 96 wells 
culture plate. In brief, 40 µl of 1 mg/ml collagen solution is added into each 
required number of wells in 96 wells culture plate. Then, the 96 wells plate was 
air dried overnight and employed subsequently for fibroblast cell culture. The 
morphology of the fibroblast cells were studied under optical microscope as 
shown in figure 4.10 (A). Fibroblasts on the coating of collagen exhibited typical 
fibroblast flat spindle shape morphology from Day 1 and the cell adhesion, 
spreading and proliferation was relatively higher than that of CM-PA nanofiber 
coating as shown in figure. 4.8 (A, D) and figure 4.9. By Day 5 as shown in figure 
4.10 (A), fibroblast cells reached almost 90% confluency which wasn‘t observed 
in CM-PA nanofiber coatings. The cell proliferation on the collagen coatings was 
quantified using MTT assay for Day 3 and Day 5 and plotted in the graph as 
shown in figure 4.10 (B). The cell numbers were significantly higher than CM-PA 
nanofiber coatings. This signifies that collagen contains several other essential 
biological cell instructive sequences like DGEA and RGD (Khew et al. 2007) 
inaddition to GFOGER along with mechanical and nano-topographical cues 






Figure 4.10: (A) Optical light microscope image of fibroblasts on collagen coated 
96 wells culture plate on Day 5. The scale of the images is 100 microns. (B) Cell 
proliferation assay of fibroblasts on collagen coated 96 wells culture plate on Day 
3 (blue columns) and Day 5 (red columns).  
4.2.7. Fibroblast cell culture on peptide amphiphile hydrogels 
L929 fibroblast cells were then cultured on the surface of CM-PA, K-PA and 
K-CM-PA nanofiber hydrogels. The morphology of the fibroblast cells were 
studied under optical microscope as shown in figure 4.10 . Fibroblast cells 
cultured on all the PA hydrogels showed rounded morphology after 24 hours of 
culture irrespective of the different surface biochemical cues. Hence, the lack of 
cell spreading and cell proliferation behavior can be inferred due to the lack of 
sufficient mechanical strength for the culture of fibroblast cells (Discher et al. 
2005). On hind sight, fibroblast cells on the PA coatings might have exhibited the 
various cell behaviors due to the cumulative effect of mechanical strength derived 
from the bottom of the well plates and the topography and biochemical cue 
derived from the nanofiber. However, the effect of the biochemical cue i.e. 






Figure 4.11: Optical light microscope images of fibroblasts on of self-assembled 
PA nanofiber hydrogels (A) CM-PA, (B) K-PA, and (C) K-CM-PA (construct with 
equi-molar ratios of K-PA and CM-PA) formed after charge screening using salt 
trigger on Day1. The scale of the images is 100 microns. 
4.3. Conclusion 
As mentioned, scaffolds play a major role in providing the necessary signals such 
as surface biochemical cue, topography, and mechanical property required for 
proper cell behavior. Based on the above findings, it is evident that CM-PA, K-PA 
and K-CM-PA nanofiber hydrogels have the potential to provide required surface 
biochemical cue, but, lack the required mechanical strength for the fibroblast 
culture. Unfortunately, this failure also pushed the goal to use the CM-PA 
hydrogel as skin equivalent biomaterial to the back stage for some time.  
However, 
―Success is neither magical nor mysterious. Success is the natural consequence of 
consistently applying the basic fundamentals.‖ 
- Jim Rohn 
In vivo, fibroblasts cell binding to the collagen fibrils is a result of dual properties 




integrin binding (Brakebusch et al. 2003; Delon et al. 2007) and secondarily, 
mechanical tension existing between collagen fibrils and fibroblasts (Alenghat et 
al. 2002; Reed et al. 2001; Wang et al. 1994; Grinnell. 2003). One straightforward 
indication of the mechanical tension existing between collagen fibrils and 
fibroblasts is flattening and spreading of fibroblast. Reduced mechanical tension 
is reflected by reduced fibroblast spreading with a collapsed appearance with little 
cytoplasm. Hence, it is evident that the critical determinants for cellular function 
are mechanical tension and cell shape (Lecuit et al. 2007; Peyton et al. 2007; 
Eckes et al. 2006).  
Hence, learning from the nature, the study focused to the design CM-PA 
hydrogels with appropriate mechanical cues for L929 fibroblast cell culture. The 
following three approaches were employed: 
1) To develop and study the effect of semi-interpenetrating network hydrogels 
consisting of CM-PA and poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA) with varying 
mechanical cues on the behavior of fibroblasts. (Chapter 5) 
2) To develop and study the effect of cross-linked CM-PA hydrogels with varying 
mechanical cues on fibroblasts behavior. (Chapter 6) 
3) To develop a CM-PA hydrogel with a novel design by tuning the peptide 
amphiphile sequence for providing appropriate mechanical cue and to study the 












SEMI-INTERPENETRATING NETWORK HYDROGELS 
 
 
This chapter describes the strategy of semi-interpenetrating network hydrogels 
consisting of CM-PA and poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA) to study the 
effect of varying mechanical cues on the fibroblast cell morphology and 
proliferation. 











To re-emphasize, natural polymers particularly, collagen type I is the commonly 
used biomaterial for tissue engineering and regenerative medicine applications. 
The abundant use of collagen type I is primarily due to its abundant presence in 
the ECM of all tissue types. For biomedical applications, usually collagen 
hydrogels are formed through physical crosslinking of collagen fibrils with each 
at 37°C and neutral pH in aqueous solutions (Wright et al. 2002; Liang et al. 2011)  
However, the formed collagen gels possess weak mechanical properties, thus, 
limiting their use for wide range of applications. Hence, to overcome the 
limitation in the mechanical strength several approaches are followed. One such 
approach is to form composite hydrogels in combination with other polymers, 
called interpenetrating networks (IPNs) or semi-IPNs (S-IPNs) (Brigham et al. 
2009; Chan et al. 2012)  
S-IPNs are formed by mixing two different types of polymers such as one natural 
polymer and one synthetic polymer and physically crosslinking them to obtain 
woven-like structures. S-IPNs possess complementary properties of both the 
polymers (Vendamme et al. 2006). Usually, synthetic polymers contribute towards 
mechanical properties and natural polymers towards biochemical cell instructive 
properties (Lee et al. 2001; Weng et al. 2008) Hence, semi-IPNs exhibit tunability 
for both mechanical and biochemical properties.  




limiting its application as a scaffold for fibroblast culture. Hence, the approach to 
form S-IPNs is employed to meet fibroblast tissue-specific mechanical strength 
requirements.  
The synthetic polymer employed is poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG). PEG is an 
FDA-approved synthetic hydrophilic polymer and various kinds of PEG based 
hydrogels are widely used for drug delivery and tissue engineering applications 
(Guarino et al. 2010; Robinson et al. 2012; Jonker et al. 2012; Santos et al. 2012). 
PEG offers advantages like bio-inertness, biocompatibility, low immunogenicity, 
low protein adsorption and tunability for chemical modifications (Peppas et al. 
2006; Ma. 2008; Mellott et al. 2001). Commercially, PEG is available in various 
forms namely, linear or multi-arm PEGs or homo-bi-functional or 
hetero-bi-functional PEGs with hydroxyl, acrylate, amine, maleimide or aldehyde 
end groups. Even though, PEG offers wide range of tunability as a synthetic 
polymer, it has to be modified for cell culture applications because of its 
bio-inertness. PEG hydrogels are highly hydrophilic and have high wettability, 
thus, have difficulty in protein absorption and in turn for cell adhesion and 
proliferation. Hence, PEG hydrogels require specific cell binding motifs usually 
done by functionalizing with peptides or combining with other natural polymers 
to provide biochemical cell instructive property for cell receptor mediated cell 
adhesion or electrostatic charge based protein adsorption to facilitate cell 





In this study, S-IPNs comprising CM-PA and poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate 
(PEGDA) is fabricated. PEGDA being non-adhesive polymer only imparts the 
mechanical cue for the scaffold and CM-PA is provides the biochemical cue as 
collagen mimetic. The whole system is formed as a self-assembling photo-cross 
linked system as shown in figure 5.1, thus, has in-situ gelling capability (Sawhney 
et al. 1993; Gobin et al. 2002; Mahn et al. 2002; Shoichet et al. 2010; Gaharwar et 
al. 2011). Subsequently, the prepared S-IPNs were characterized for their internal 
morphology using scanning electron microscope in cryo mode. The blending of 
the two polymers was confirmed using Fourier Transform – Infra-red 
Spectroscopy.  Further, stability was tested using Bradford protein quantification 
assay. Then, swelling and mechanical properties were characterized for the 
formed S-IPNs. Finally, the hydrogels were employed to study the effect of 
fibroblast growth in particular to morphology and proliferation. 
 
Figure 5.1: Schematic diagram of fabrication of semi-interpenetrating networks 
(S-IPNs) of PA (CM-PA and/or K-PA) and poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate 
(PEGDA). PA-PEGDA S-IPN hydrogels are synthesized by salt induction to for 
PA nanofiber hydrogel followed by photo crosslinking of PEGDA with 365 nm 
UV at 10-15 mW/cm
2




5.2. Results and discussion 
5.2.1. Design and synthesis of peptide amphiphiles 
Collagen mimetic (CM-PA) and cross-linking spacer (K-PA) PAs were designed 
and synthesized based on Luo et al from biopeptek inc. (Malvern, Pennsylvania, 
United States). The molecular weight determined using electrospray ionization 
mass spectrophotometer (ESI MS) for each sequence obtained was consistent 
with that of the desired calculated value. In addition, the purity of the synthesized 
PA was determined using HPLC and was >95%. The data of the molecular weight 
and the purity was supplied by the manufacturer. Table 5.1 tabulates the molecular 
sequences and the molecular weights of the PAs employed in this study. 
Table 5.1: List of peptide amphiphile design sequence along with its label and 
molecular weight. 
Label Sequence* Molecular Weight 
CM-PA C16-AAAAAKKKKG(GPO)3GFOGER(GPO)3G 3502.2 
K-PA C16-AAAAAKKKKGGK 1367.1 
* C16 stands for palmitic acid modification in the N-terminal of the peptide. 
Standard one-letter amino acid code listed in Appendix B is used to express the 
sequences of the peptide.  
5.2.2. Fabrication of semi-interpenetrating network hydrogels 
S-IPNs of CM-PA with PEGDA (CM-PA-PEGDA) are fabricated along with two 
control S-IPNs with K-PA (K-PA-PEGDA) and mixed PA of CM-PA and K-PA 
(construct with equi-molar ratios of K-PA and CM-PA). In addition, PEGDA 
hydrogel without PA is fabricated as control. The final composition of the 




self-assembly of PA is initiated with salt induction before the photo crosslinking 
of PEGDA with 365 nm UV at 10-15 mW/cm
2
 for 120 seconds. Table 5.2 lists the 
composition of the PA-PEGDA S-IPN hydrogel constructs. 
Table 5.2: Composition of semi-interpenetrating networks (S-IPNs) of PA 
(CM-PA and/or K-PA) and poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA). 
Construct PA Sequence* 




K-CM-PA-PEGDA C16-AAAAAKKKKG(GPO)3 GFOGER(GPO)3G 
C16-AAAAAKKKKGGK 
* C16 stands for palmitic acid modification in the N-terminal of the peptide. 
Standard one-letter amino acid code listed in Appendix B is used to express the 
sequences of the peptide.  
5.2.3. Morphological characterization – Scanning Electron Microscope   
Scanning electron microscope in cryo mode is used to visualize the internal 
morphology of the swollen S-IPN constructs. S-IPNs with PA show the presence 
of nanofibers as indicated by white arrows in figure 5.2. B, C and D. Image J 
software is used to analyze the pore size as listed in table 5.3. From the analysis it 
is observed that PEGDA hydrogel has significantly smallest pore size in 
comparison to S-IPNs: CM-PA-PEGDA, K-PA-PEGDA and K-CM-PA-PEGDA. 
The relatively higher pore size of S-IPNs relative to control PEGDA is due to 
presence of hydrophilic PA in addition to hydrophilic PEG. Higher hydrophilicity 




behavior S-IPNs must possess cell binding sequences (Guarino et al. 2010; Jin et 
al. 2010; Cushing et al. 2007). In addition, K-PA-PEGDA has significantly higher 
pore size, this could be because of the formation of long nanofibers by K-PA 
which could hinder the polymerization of PEGDA upon UV cross-linking. 
 
Figure 5.2: Cryo SEM images of semi-interpenetrating networks (S-IPNs) of PA 
(CM-PA and/or K-PA) and poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA) (A) 
PEGDA, (B) CM-PA-PEGDA, (C) K-PA-PEGDA and (D) K-CM-PA-PEGDA in 
swollen state. PA nanofibers are indicated by white arrows (scale: Images A, B, D 
- 1µm and Image C -2 µm). 
Pore diameter is smaller than the optimal pore diameter for fibroblast i.e. 5-15 
microns (Annabi et al. 2010). This pore size can be achieved with higher 
molecular weight of PEG. However, in this we used smaller molecular weight 
PEG i.e. 2000 Da to form small pores so as to contain the CM-PA nanofibers 
within the PEGDA gel. However this pore size is sufficient for cell migration 




Table 5.3: Pore diameter of semi-interpenetrating network (S-IPNs) hydrogels of 
PA (CM-PA and/or K-PA) and poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA) in 
swollen state. 





5.2.4. Blending test - Fourier Transform – Infra-red Spectroscopy  
Blending test using Fourier Transform – Infra-red Spectroscopy (FTIR) confirms 
the blending in S-IPNs: CM-PA-PEGDA, K-PA-PEGDA and K-CM-PA-PEGDA 
by the presence of individual polymer i.e. peptide and PEGDA components. The 
FTIR spectrum of pure PA (Figure 5.3: CM-PA – navy blue line and K-PA – green 
line) and PEGDA (Figure 5.3: black line) were collected. The signature peaks of 
both PA are at 1,655 and 1,540 cm
−1
, which corresponds to the vibrations of 
amide (-CO-NH) I and II bands, respectively (Zhu et al. 2009). The signature 
peaks of PEGDA are at 1,098, 1,342 and 1,726 cm
−1
, which correspond to 
-C-O-symmetric stretching, -C-H2 bending and -C=O stretching from ester bonds, 
respectively (Zhu et al. 2009). The FTIR spectra of S-IPNs: CM-PA-PEGDA 
(Figure 5.3: magenta line), K-PA-PEGDA (Figure 5.3: blue line) and 
K-CM-PA-PEGDA (Figure 5.3: red line) were collected to identify the signature 
peaks of the individual polymer. In all the three S-IPNs, signature peaks of both 






Figure 5.3: Fourier Transform – Infra-red (FTIR) spectrum of 
semi-interpenetrating networks (S-IPNs) of PA (CM-PA and/or K-PA) and 
poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA): CM-PA – navy blue line; K-PA – 
green line; CM-PA-PEGDA - magenta line; K-PA-PEGDA - blue line; 
K-CM-PA-PEGDA - red line and PEGDA – black line. The signature peaks of 
both PA are at 1,655 and 1,540 cm
−1
 and PEGDA are at 1,098, 1,342 and 1,726 
cm
−1
. S-IPNs exhibit the signature peaks of both PA and PEGDA. 
5.2.5. Stability testing - Bradford assay  
The stability of the hydrogels in particular to the containment of PA nanofibers 
within PEG network was analyzed using Bradford assay. PEGDA hydrogel and 
S-IPNs: CM-PA-PEGDA, K-PA-PEGDA and K-CM-PA-PEGDA were incubated 
in de-ionized water and the amount of peptide leached in the de-ionized water is 
analyzed by using Bradford assay. The results as shown in figure 5.4 indicate that 
S-IPN CM-PA-PEGDA has significantly higher leaching of PA in comparison to 
PEGDA hydrogel and S-IPNs: K-PA-PEGDA and K-CM-PA-PEGDA constructs. 




shorter nanofiber lengths formed by CM-PA (Chapter 4 - Figure 4.1) and 
significantly larger pore size which prevents to contain the nanofiber within the 
PEG network. 
 
Figure 5.4: Peptide leach percentage determined by Bradford assay for various 
constructs of semi-interpenetrating network (S-IPNs) hydrogels of PA (CM-PA 
and/or K-PA) and poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA) - PEGDA, 
CM-PA-PEGDA, K-PA-PEGDA and K-CM-PA-PEGDA in swollen state. 
*P<0.05 (Student‘s t-test). 
5.2.6. Swelling Characteristics 
Hydrogels are preferred scaffold design because of their high water content. The 
high water content of around 90% resembles that of native tissue. Table 5.4 shows 
the percentage equilibrium water content and percentage swelling degree of 
various S-IPN hydrogel constructs. All the constructs exhibit greater than 90% 
water content mimicking native tissue matrix. However, the hydrogel constructs 
show a trend in swelling characteristics, the increasing order of percentage 




K-PA-PEGDA and finally, CM-PA-PEGDA. This indicates that PEGDA is 
significantly more rigid than CM-PA-PEGDA and K-PA-PEGDA. The increase in 
the swelling of the various S-IPN hydrogel constructs over PEGDA alone 
construct can be attributed to the presence of additional hydrophilic PA 
component. 
Table 5.4: Percentage equilibrium water content and percentage swelling degree 
of semi-interpenetrating networks (S-IPNs) of PA (CM-PA and/or K-PA) and 
poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA). 
Construct % Equilibrium  
Water Content  
% Equilibrium 
Swelling degree 
PEGDA 90.8 ± 0.4 992 ± 8.4 
CM-PA PEGDA  93.0 ± 0.3 1326.3 ± 15.7 
K-PA PEGDA 93.3 ± 0.2 1384.2 ± 10.8 
K-CM-PA PEGDA 91.6 ± 0.3 1085.7 ± 6.4 
5.2.7. Mechanical properties characterization 
Mechanical properties of the constructs were analyzed using Instron compressive 
studies and results are depicted in figure 5.5 and table 5.5. In consistent with the 
findings from swelling characteristics (Section 5.2.6), PEGDA hydrogel has 
higher compressive modulus than S-IPNs: K-PA-PEGDA and CM-PA-PEGDA.  
However, all the constructs are significantly stiffer than that is required for L929 
fibroblast cells to have the typical fibroblast spindle morphology i.e. greater than 
1 KPa (Elter et al. 2010). Thus, all the constructs possess the required mechanical 





Figure 5.5: Column graphs showing compressive modulus of 
semi-interpenetrating networks (S-IPNs) of PA (CM-PA and/or K-PA) and 
poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA) in swollen state. *P<0.05 (Student‘s 
t-test). 
Table 5.5: Compressive modulus and breaking strengths of semi-interpenetrating 
networks (S-IPNs) of PA (CM-PA and/or K-PA) and poly(ethylene glycol) 
diacrylate (PEGDA) in swollen state.  
Construct Compressive Modulus (kPa) Breaking Stress (kPa) 
PEGDA 26.46± 0.25 2.11 x 10
2
± 1.31 
K-PA PEGDA 13.3± 0.12 1.85 x 10
2
± 1.23 
CM-PA PEGDA 11.96± 0.73 1.61 x 10
2
± 2.64 
K-CM-PA PEGDA 25.62± 0.45 2.03 x 10
2
± 1..51 
5.2.8. Fibroblast cell culture on semi-interpenetrating network hydrogels 
L929 fibroblast cells were cultured on the surface of PEGDA hydrogel and 
S-IPNs: CM-PA-PEGDA, K-PA-PEGDA and K-CM-PA-PEGDA. The 
morphology of the fibroblast cells were studied under optical microscope as 
shown in figure 5.6. Fibroblast cells cultured on the surface of PEGDA hydrogel 
as control and S-IPNs showed similar trend as fibroblasts on 0.1% PA nanofiber 




rounded morphology on day 1 and remained in the same morphology until day 5.  
Fibroblasts on the CM-PA-PEGDA S-IPN exhibited rounded morphology on day 
1 and further on day 5, exhibited a clumped colonies of mixed rounded and 
typical spindle shaped fibroblasts not visible on Day 1. S-IPNs: K-PA-PEGDA 
and K-CM-PA-PEGDA revealed typical fibroblast flat spindle shape morphology 
on day 1. However, on day 5, fibroblasts on K-CM-PA-PEGDA displayed 
clumped colonies of flat spindle shaped fibroblasts. The rounded morphology of 
fibroblast on CM-PA-PEGDA S-IPN can be attributed to lack of mechanical 
strength
 
in the nanoscale architechture as cells sense mechanical signals at this 
level (Discher et al. 2005; Elter et al. 2011). 
 
Figure 5.6: Optical light microscope images of fibroblasts on 
semi-interpenetrating networks (S-IPNs) of PA (CM-PA and/or K-PA) and 
poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA): (A, E) PEGDA, (B, F) 
CM-PA-PEGDA, (C, G) K-PA-PEGDA and (D, H) K-CM-PA-PEGDA (construct 
with equi-molar ratios of K-PA and CM-PA) on Day1 and Day 5 respectively. The 
scale of the images is 100 microns. 
The cell proliferation on the above constructs is quantified using MTT assay for 
Day 3 and Day 7 and plotted in the graph as shown in figure 5.7 and Student‘s 
t-test with 95% confidence level was used for the analysis of significance. 




hydrogel. This confirms that PEG scaffold alone cannot take part in cell adhesion 
and proliferation and requires the presence of cell instructive biochemical cues. 
The significantly high proliferation of fibroblasts in S-IPNs: CM-PA-PEGDA and 
K-CM-PA-PEGDA than K-PA-PEGDA can be attributed to the presence of 
collagen mimetic GFOGER epitope on the PA which induces the integrin based 
cell receptor signaling for cell adhesion and subsequent cell proliferation. Thus, in 
CM-PA-PEGDA enabling the synthesis of own ECM matrix ,thus, aiding in cell 
stretching on day 5. The mixed peptide amphiphile nanofiber S-IPN, 
K-CM-PA-PEGDA exhibits intermediate behaviour of both individual peptide 
amphiphile S-IPNs. Thus, K-CM-PA-PEGDA offers the appropriate biochemical 
cue for cell adhesion and proliferation, however, the construct shows clumped cell 
colonies which is similar to fibroblasts growth in fibrosis. The formation of 
fibrosis is attributed to high mechanical strength of the matrix (Karamichos et al. 





Figure 5.7: Cell proliferation assay of fibroblasts on semi-interpenetrating 
networks (S-IPNs) of PA (CM-PA and/or K-PA) and poly(ethylene glycol) 
diacrylate (PEGDA) on Day3 (blue columns) and Day 7 (red columns). *P<0.05 
(Student‘s t-test). 
5.2.9. Immunofluorescence staining for cell adhesion and spreading  
Immunofluorescence staining was used to observe the cell adhesion and spreading 
of fibroblast cells on CM-PA-PEGDA and K-CM-PA-PEGDA S-IPN hydrogels. 
Figure 5.8, re-emphasizes the morphology of fibroblast as rounded clumped 
morphology on CM-PA-PEGDA S-IPN hydrogel (figure 5.8 A) and typical 
fibroblast flat spindle shape morphology on K-CM-PA-PEGDA hydrogel (figure 
5.8 B). In addition, figure 5.8A shows the lack of stretching in the actin filament 
stained with phalloidin-TRITC (pink colour) on CM-PA-PEGDA S-IPN, however, 
fibroblasts on K-CM-PA-PEGDA S-IPN (figure 5.7 B) are observed to possess 
stretching in the actin filament indicating the sensing of mechanical tension by 
fibroblasts on this surface. The nucleus is stained using Hoechst (blue colour). 
 
Figure 5.8: Confocal image of fibroblast on Day 2 of of fibroblasts on 
semi-interpenetrating networks (S-IPNs) of PA (CM-PA and/or K-PA) and poly 
(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA): (A) CM-PA-PEGDA and (B) 
K-CM-PA-PEGDA. Actin filaments of the cells are stained with 
phalloidin-TRITC (pink colour) and nucleus is stained using Hoechst. The scale 





Semi-interpenetrating network hydrogels of collagen mimetic peptide amphiphile 
and poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate are excellent scaffold design to study the 
effect of the cell instructive sequence carried by the collagen mimetic peptide 
amphiphile as they are able to de-couple mechanical and biochemical cues. Thus, 
from the results of fibroblast culture with and without collagen mimetic peptide 
amphiphile sequences, it is clear that the cell instructive collagen sequence, 
GFOGER, is essential for cell adhesion and subsequent, proliferation of the 
fibroblast cells. However, presence of cell instructive collagen sequence alone 
doesn‘t ensure favourable fibroblast cell growth. Semi-interpenetrating network 
hydrogel scaffolds highlight that appropriate tissue specific mechanical properties 
along with cell instructive cue are required for favourable cell culture. In addition, 
the scaffold design also reveals the importance of mechanical cue in nanoscale 













CHEMICAL CROSS-LINKED HYDROGELS 
 
 
This chapter describes the strategy of chemical cross-linked collagen mimetic 
peptide amphiphile nanofiber hydrogels to study the effect of varying mechanical 
cues on the fibroblast cell morphology and proliferation. 










In nature, from biomechanical view point, fibrillar collagen in particular collagen 
type I is of prime importance.  Collagen type is the most abundance ECM 
protein found in skin, tendon, lung, bone, cornea and the vasculature. In vivo, 
collagen type I is initially synthesized as soluble precursor molecules, called 
procollagen (Myllyharju, 2005). Then, procollagen is processed with the help of 
enzymes to assemble into collagen fibrils during transport inside the cell 
organelles and at the plasma membrane before being secreted out of the cells. 
Further, extracellularly, the final step of collagen biosynthesis, i.e. supramolecular 
assembly of collagen fibrils to form collagen fiber by introducing covalent 
cross-links, takes place. In fibrillar collagen, covalent cross-linking is carried out 
by lysyl oxidase enzyme family (Lucero et al. 2006; Molnar et al. 2003) and 
tissue transglutaminase enzyme (Verderio et al. 2005). Lysyl oxidase converts 
lysines or hydroxylysines residues in the N- and C-terminal end regions to 
corresponding peptidyl aldehydes. Spontaneously, upon formation, these 
aldehydes condense with each other or with unreacted lysines and hydroxylysines 
to form a variety of intra- and intermolecular covalent cross-links (Kuhn. 1987). 
Tissue transglutaminase enzyme forms covalent cross-links between the 
γ-carboxyamide group of specific peptidyl glutamine residues and ε-amino group 
of peptidyl lysines (Grenard et al., 2001). Hence, these covalent cross-links aid in 
the formation of collagen fibril bundle, i.e. collagen fiber.  




cross-links with enzymes using a chemical cross-linker, glutaraldehyde. The 
chemical cross-linker, glutaraldehyde creates covalent cross-links in CM-PA and 
K-PA mixed hydrogels to enhance mechanical properties of the hydrogels. 
Glutaraldehyde is a linear di-aldehyde with 5-carbon atoms. Glutaraldehyde is a 
clear water soluble cross-linker used extensively to cross-link collagen to obtain 
collagen-based scaffolds with enhanced mechanical and enzymatic resistance. In 
literature, collagen cross-linking with glutaraldehyde indicated maximum 
reactivity in comparison to other mono- and di-aldehydes and the formed 
cross-links are thermally and chemically stable (Migneault et al. 2004). 
Glutaraldehyde can react with amine, thiol, phenol, and imidazole functional 
groups of amino acids, but, usually cross-linking of protein with glutaraldehyde 
implies the ε-amino group of lysine amino acid (Olde Damink et al. 1995). 
However, the reaction mechanism of glutaraldehyde cross-linking with amino 
groups of peptide or protein is not yet clearly understood. 
In brief, glutaraldehyde cross-linked collagen mimetic peptide amphiphile 
nanofiber hydrogels were fabricated as shown in figure 6.1. Subsequently, the 
prepared hydrogels were characterized for their internal morphology using 
transmission electron microscope. Further, mechanical properties were 
characterized for the formed cross-linked collagen mimetic peptide amphiphile 
nanofiber hydrogels using Instron. Finally, the hydrogels were employed to study 





Figure 6.1: Schematic diagram of fabrication of covalently cross-linked hydrogels 
of mixed PAs i.e. 10 % of CM-PA and 90% of K-PA using chemical cross-linker, 
glutaraldehyde. PA hydrogels are synthesized by salt induction followed by 
cross-linking using glutaraldehyde. 
6.2. Results and Discussions 
6.2.1. Design and synthesis of peptide amphiphiles 
Collagen mimetic (CM-PA) and cross-linking spacer (K-PA) PAs were designed 
and synthesized based on Luo et al from biopeptek inc. (Malvern, Pennsylvania, 
United States). The molecular weight determined using electrospray ionization 
mass spectrophotometer (ESI MS) for each sequence obtained was consistent 
with that of the desired calculated value. In addition, the purity of the synthesized 
PA was determined using HPLC and was >95%. The data of the molecular weight 
and the purity was supplied by the manufacturer. Table 6.1 tabulates the molecular 
sequences and the molecular weights of the PAs employed in this study. 
Table 6.1: List of peptide amphiphile design sequence along with its label and 
molecular weight. 
Label Sequence* Molecular Weight 
CM-PA C16-AAAAAKKKKG(GPO)3GFOGER(GPO)3G 3502.2 
K-PA C16-AAAAAKKKKGGK 1367.1 
* C16 stands for palmitic acid modification in the N-terminal of the peptide. 
Standard one-letter amino acid code listed in Appendix B is used to express the 




6.2.2. Fabrication of cross-linked hydrogels 
Cross-linked CM-PA hydrogels are fabricated along with a control of 
uncross-linked CM-PA hydrogel. K-PA is used as the spacer and cross-linking PA. 
The lysine in the N-terminal of the K-PA provides the amino group (-NH2) for 
glutaraldehyde cross-linking. The final peptide amphiphile composition of the 
construct is 10% of CM-PA and 90% of K-PA of the total PA concentration. Table 
6.2 lists the composition of the glutaraldehyde cross-linked CM-PA hydrogel 
constructs. The self-assembly of PA is initiated with salt induction before the 
chemical cross-linking with appropriate concentration of glutaraldehyde. The 
formed hydrogels are soaked in 1% w/v glycine solution to quench any reactive 
aldehyde groups to prevent cyto-toxicity to fibroblast cells. 
Table 6.2: Composition of glutaraldehyde cross-linked CM-PA hydrogel 
constructs. 







1 PA : 0 Glt 0.55 5 0 
1 PA : 0.5 Glt 0.55 5 2.5 
1 PA : 1 Glt 0.55 5 5 
6.2.3. Morphological characterization – Transmission Electron Microscopy 
TEM images of figure 6.2 show the morphology of nanofibers cross-linked with 
glutaraldehyde after salt induced self-assembly of mixed CM-PA and K-PA PAs 
along with uncross-linked control. The cross-linked constructs with half molar 
glutaraldehyde concentration with respect to K-PA (1 PA : 0.5 Glt) and equi-molar 




figure 6.2 B and C respectively depict the formation of nanofiber bundles. These 
nanofiber bundles are not seen in the uncross-linked control, figure 6.2. A.  
Figure 6.2: TEM micrographs of (A) uncross-linked CM-PA hydrogel and 
glutaraldehyde cross-linked CM-PA hydrogel constructs (B) 1 PA : 0.5 Glt 
(cross-linked with half molar glutaraldehyde concentration with respect to K-PA) 
and (C) 1 PA : 1 Glt (cross-linked with equi-molar glutaraldehyde concentration 
with respect to K-PA). Images show that the diameter of the fiber bundle 
increased with the increase in the concentration of glutaraldehyde. (D) Diameter 
of the fiber bundle of each construct measured using ImageJ software. Scale of 
the images is 500 nm. *P<0.05 (Student‘s t-test). 
The nanofiber bundles are formed with the cross-linked constructs because of the 
glutaraldehyde cross-linking of the ε-amino groups of the lysine amino acid 
present on the surface of the K-PA after the nanofiber self-assembly. The lysine 
amino acid exposed on the surface of the nanofiber in addition to forming 
inter-nanofiber cross-linking may also form intra-nanofiber cross-links, thus, 




glutaraldehyde greater is the diameters of the fiber bundle as shown in figure 6.2 
D. The fiber bundle diameter with equi-molar concentration of glutaraldehyde is 
significantly bigger than that of half-molar concentration of glutaraldehyde i.e. 
around two times.  
6.2.4. Mechanical properties characterization  
Mechanical properties of the glutaraldehyde cross-linked CM-PA hydrogel 
constructs were analyzed using Instron compressive studies as mentioned in 
section 3.3.9. Uncross-linked CM-PA hydrogel didn‘t form a self-standing 
uniform dimensional hydrogel, hence, its mechanical properties couldn‘t be tested 
using Instron compressive testing. Figure. 6.3 shows the compressive modulus of 
the various glutaraldehyde cross-linked CM-PA hydrogel constructs.  
 
Figure 6.3: Column graph showing compressive modulus of 1 PA : 0.5 Glt 
(cross-linked with half molar glutaraldehyde concentration with respect to K-PA) 
and 1 PA : 1 Glt (cross-linked with equi-molar glutaraldehyde concentration with 
respect to K-PA) hydrogel constructs. *P<0.05 (Student‘s t-test).  




cross-linked CM-PA hydrogel constructs. Hydrogel cross-linked with equi-molar 
glutaraldehyde concentration with respect to K-PA (1 PA : 1 Glt) has significantly 
higher compressive modulus of around two and half times than hydrogel 
cross-linked with half molar glutaraldehyde concentration with respect to K-PA (1 
PA : 0.5 Glt). In addition, only the construct cross-linked with equi-molar 
glutaraldehyde concentration with respect to K-PA (1 PA : 1 Glt) has compressive 
modulus favorable for L929 fibroblast cells to have the typical fibroblast spindle 
morphology i.e. greater than 1 KPa (Elter et al. 2010).  
Table 6.3: Breaking strengths of of 1 PA : 0.5 Glt (cross-linked with half molar 
glutaraldehyde concentration with respect to K-PA) and 1 PA : 1 Glt (cross-linked 
with equi-molar glutaraldehyde concentration with respect to K-PA) hydrogel 
constructs. 
Constructs 






1:0 - - 
1:0.5 0.36 ± 0.05 0.36 ± 0.15 
1:1 0.99 ± 0.11 1.91 ± 0.21 
6.2.5. Fibroblast cell culture on chemical cross-linked PA hydrogels 
L929 fibroblast cells were cultured on the surface of cross-linked and 
uncross-linked hydrogels. The morphology of the fibroblast cells were studied 
under optical microscope as shown in figure 6.4. Fibroblast cells on the 
uncross-linked hydrogel showed clumped rounded morphology on Day 3, figure 
6.4 A. However, fibroblast cells on 1 PA : 1 Glt (cross-linked with equi-molar 




shaped morphology on Day 3. Also, fibroblast cells on 1 PA : 0.5 Glt 
(cross-linked with half molar glutaraldehyde concentration with respect to K-PA) 
exhibited cells of both rounded and spindle shaped morphology. The rounded 
morphology of fibroblast on uncross-linked and 1 PA : 0.5 Glt hydrogel constructs 
can be attributed to lack of mechanical strength in the nanoscale architechture as 
cells sense mechanical signals at this level (Discher et al. 2005; Mason et al. 
2012).  
 
Figure 6.4: Optical images showing the morphology of L929 fibroblast cells 
cultured on (A) uncross-linked CM-PA hydrogel and glutaraldehyde cross-linked 
CM-PA hydrogel constructs (B) 1 PA : 0.5 Glt (cross-linked with half molar 
glutaraldehyde concentration with respect to K-PA) and (C) 1 PA : 1 Glt 
(cross-linked with equi-molar glutaraldehyde concentration with respect to K-PA) 
at Day 3. Scale on the images is 100 microns. 
The fibroblast cell proliferation on the cross-linked and uncross-linked hydrogels 
is quantified using MTT assay for Day 3 and Day 7 and plotted in the graph as 
shown in figure 6.5 and Student‘s t-test with 95% confidence level was used for 
the analysis of significance. Fibroblast cell proliferation is significantly higher in 
cross-linked hydrogel constructs over uncross-linked hydrogel constructs on Day 
7. This confirms that appropriate mechanical cue alone with cell instructive 




higher cell numbers in 1 PA : 1 Glt hydrogel construct over 1 PA : 0.5 Glt on Day 
7 emphasizes that the mechanical cue of the scaffold should be tissue-specific i.e. 
exactly same mechanical properties as the in vivo tissue ECM. 
 
Figure 6.5: Column graph showing cell proliferation assay of fibroblasts on 
uncross-linked CM-PA hydrogel and glutaraldehyde cross-linked CM-PA 
hydrogel constructs - 1 PA : 0.5 Glt (cross-linked with half molar glutaraldehyde 
concentration with respect to K-PA) and 1 PA : 1 Glt (cross-linked with 
equi-molar glutaraldehyde concentration with respect to K-PA) at Day 3 (blue 
columns) and Day 7 (red columns). *P<0.05 (Student‘s t-test).  
6.3. Conclusion 
Chemical cross-linked collagen mimetic peptide amphiphile hydrogel scaffold 
design has the capability to present the fibroblast cells with both biochemical cue 
and mechanical cue at the nanoscale level. Both biochemical and mechanical cue 
components of the scaffold were de-coupled enabling to understand each cue 
individually. Biochemical cue is presented by the cell instructive sequence 
derived from collagen on the surface of nanofiber. The results from fibroblast 




adhesion and cell proliferation. The nanoscale mechanical cue was achieved by 
cross-linking the nanofibers to each other and forming fiber bundles. Fibroblast 
cultured on these scaffold with varying mechanical strength displayed varied 
morphology in terms of cell spreading. The results emphasize the essential and 
imperative role of mechanotransduction of the fibroblast cells in the nanoscale 
level for cell spreading. In brief, the in vitro drug testing tools mimic the in vivo 
tissue or disease as models using a biomaterial scaffold platform to grow cells, 
thus, in essence, chemical cross-linked collagen mimetic peptide amphiphile 
hydrogel scaffold design has the capability to be used as a scaffold for in vitro 
drug testing tool designs. In addition, it has the capability to be used as a 
implantable scaffold for biomedical applications, in particular to skin tissue 

















SEQUENCE MODIFIED HYDROGELS 
 
 
This chapter describes the strategy of sequence modified collagen mimetic 
peptide amphiphile nanofiber hydrogels to study the effect of varying mechanical 
cues of CM-PA hydrogels on the fibroblast cell morphology and proliferation. 











Designing hydrogels with tissue specific mechanical and biochemical properties 
is extremely important for the success of tissue engineering and regenerative 
medicine. Time and again, several studies have emphasized that mechanical 
properties of the hydrogels control cellular behavior (Discher et al. 2005; Elter et 
al. 2011). Hence, over the years several strategies are employed to alter the 
mechanical properties of a hydrogel such as combining different materials with 
favorable mechanical properties and covalent cross-linking (Chan et al. 2012; 
Liang et al. 2011). Apart from the general strategies employed, mechanical 
properties of the peptide based hydrogels can be tuned by other methods such as 
phospholipid inclusions (Paramonov et al. 2006), chemical ligation (Jung et al. 
2008), varying type of cross-linkers (Li et al. 2014; Seow et al. 2013), 
combination of peptides (Taraban et al. 2012) and changing the sequence of the 
peptides (Pashuck et al. 2010). 
The strategy employed in this study is based on the versatile modular advantage 
of the PA design. From literature it is shown that the sequence of amino acids in 
the β-sheet forming region of the single tail PA can influence the mechanical 
strength of the nanofiber which in turn can modulate the mechanical strength of 
the hydrogel (Pashuck et al. 2010). This strategy was conceived by designing PAs 
differing in their β-sheet region with varying combinations of valine (V) and 
alanine (A) amino acids. Amino acid valine was chosen because of its highest 




structure and alanine was chosen as it is a weak β-sheet former and has propensity 
for formation of α-helices (Chou et al. 1974). Upon salt induced self-assembly, 
the hydrogels formed possessed varying gel stiffness. It was observed that the 
stiffer gels were formed with higher number of strong β-sheet forming amino acid, 
valine located close to the hydrophobic region of the PA (Pashuck et al. 2010).  
In other studies, silk-mimetic approaches were employed to enhance the 
mechanical strength of the hydrogels (Sun et al. 2012; Guo et al. 2013). Silk from 
spider drag-line silk and cocoon silk from the silkworm Bombyx mori are 
increasingly being used as a natural biomaterial scaffold because of their 
exceptionally high mechanical strength with a modulus around 10 GPa and 11-13 
GPa respectively (Altman et al. 2003; Cunniff et al. 1994). The strong mechanical 
strength is attributed to highly ordered β-sheet rich crystalline units. The β-sheets 
are formed by the repeat units of alanine or of alternating alanine and glycine 
amino acids for spider and Bombyx mori silk, respectively (Xiao et al. 2009). 
These repeats are usually six to nine amino acids in length (Takahashi et al. 1999). 
These β-sheet regions form highly ordered crystalline structure in the silk by 
cross-linking the protein chains in the silk fiber via hydrogen bonding. In addition, 
the uncrystalline regions interspersed between the crystalline region also 
contribute to the mechanical strength of the silk fibroin fiber (Gosline et al. 1999; 
Rousseau et al. 2007). Hence, to tap the immense potentiality of the silk fiber‘s 
mechanical strength, Guo et al. (2013) fabricated and characterized the robust pH 




alternating alanine and glycine amino acid sequence. It was observed that the 
hydrogels reached rheological moduli of around 10
5
 Pa. In another popular self 
assemblying peptide hydrogel design i.e. RADA16-I, repeating units from the 
uncrystalline region of silk have been grafted to obtain hydrogels with enhanced 
mechanical strength (Sun et al. 2011). Also, in yet another study, the mechanical 
properties of short silk-mimetic single tail PA sequences with both crystalline and 
non-crystalline motifs was studied (Chen et al. unpublished). They observed that 
the rheological modulus of the single tail PA with alternating alanine and glycine 
amino acid repeat sequence in the β-sheet region was 50% higher than that of the 
single tail PA with alanine alone repeat sequence in the β-sheet region. 
In this study, in brief, single tail CM-PAs with alternating alanine and glycine 
amino acid repeat sequence in the β-sheet region and alanine alone repeat 
sequence in the β-sheet region were synthesized. Along with CM-PA, spacer PAs 
were also synthesized. These PAs were self-assembled into nanofibers using salt 
induction. Then, the nanostructure and functionality of the self-assembled PA 
nanofibers were studied through various characterization methods. Transmission 
electron microscopy (TEM) was used to study the self-assembled PA nanofiber 
nanostructure. The secondary structure of CM-PAs was characterized using 
circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy and melting curve studies. Subsequently, 
the PA nanofiber hydrogels were prepared and characterized for their mechanical 
properties using rheology. Finally, the hydrogels were employed to study the 




7.2. Results and Discussions 
7.2.1. Design and synthesis of peptide amphiphiles 
CM-PAs with alternating alanine and glycine amino acid (PGA-CM-PA) repeat 
sequence in the β-sheet region and alanine alone (PA-CM-PA) repeat sequence in 
the β-sheet region and spacer PAs (PGA-PA and PA-PA) were designed and 
synthesized based on Luo et al from biopeptek inc. (Malvern, Pennsylvania, 
United States). The molecular weight determined using electrospray ionization 
mass spectrophotometer (ESI MS) for each sequence obtained was consistent 
with that of the desired calculated value. In addition, the purity of the synthesized 
PA was determined using HPLC and was >95%. The molecular weight and purity 
data was supplied by the manufacturer. Table 7.1 tabulates the molecular 
sequences and the molecular weights of the synthesized PAs. 
Table 7.1: List of peptide amphiphile design sequence along with its label and 
molecular weight. 
Label Sequence* Molecular 
Weight 
PGA-CM-PA C16-GAGAGAGKKKKG(GPO)3GFOGER(GPO)3G 3588.25 
PGA-PA C16-GAGAGAGKKKK 1209.90 
PA-CM-PA C16-AAAAAKKKKG(GPO)3GFOGER(GPO)3G 3501.25 
PA-PA C16-AAAAAKKKK 1123.95 
* C16 stands for palmitic acid modification in the N-terminal of the peptide. 
Standard one-letter amino acid code listed in Appendix B is used to express the 
sequences of the peptide.  
7.2.2. Fabrication of collagen mimetic peptide amphiphile hydrogels 




90% of spacer PGA-PA in total concentration of the peptide. Similarly, PA 
hydrogel are fabricated by salt induced gelling of 10% of PA-CM-PA and 90% of 
spacer PA-PA in total concentration of the peptide. Table 7.2 tabulates the 
composition of the hydrogel constructs.  
Table 7.2: Composition of self-assembled collagen mimetic peptide amphiphile 
hydrogel design sequences. 






PGA PGA-CM-PA 0.55 PGA-PA 4.95 
PA PA-CM-PA 0.55 PA-PA 4.95 
7.2.3. Morphological characterization – Transmission Electron Microscopy 
PA molecules spontaneously form micelles in aqueous solution and self-assemble 
to form nanofibers upon charge screening of the charge segment ((Luo et al. 2011; 
Hartgerink et al. 2001). TEM images of figure 7.1 A and B show the morphology 
of self-assembled PGA-CM-PA and PA-CM-PA nanofibers respectively after 
screening the positive charges of the lysine spacer using trisodium phosphate 
(Na3PO4) salt. The images confirm that screening the positive charges in the 
lysine spacer led to the formation of nanofibers. The diameter of the nanofiber 
was approximately around 15 nm which is consistent with the literature. The 
images also reveal marked differences in the length and morphology among 
PGA-CM-PA and PA-CM-PA construct. PGA-CM-PA forms very long nanofibers 
in relation to PA-CM-PA. However, it was difficult to quantify the size of the 
nanofibers owing to its polydisperse distribution. The marked difference in length 




alternating alanine and glycine amino acid in PGA-CM-PA nanofibers which aids 
in fiber elongation.  
 
 
Figure 7.1:TEM micrographs of self-assembled PA nanofibers (A) PGA-CM-PA, 
(B) PA-CM-PA, (C) PGA-PA, (D) PA-PA, (E) PGA (construct with 10% of 
PGA-CM-PA and 90% of PGA-PA) and (F) PA (construct with 10% of 
PA-CM-PA and 90% of PA-PA) after charge screening. All the PA nanofibers are 
with the diameter of ~15 nm. However, they vary in their nanofiber lengths. Scale 
of the images is 500 nm. 
TEM images of figure 7.1 C and D show the morphology of self-assembled 




Both the sequence of PA owing to relatively shorter peptide length than CM-PA 
form long nanofibers. The diameter of the nanofiber was approximately around 10 
nm which is consistent with the literature. There isn‘t any significant difference in 
the morphology of the PGA-PA and PA-PA nanofibers. 
TEM images of figure 7.1 E and F show the morphology of self-assembled PGA 
(construct with 10 % PGA-CM-PA and 90 % PGA-PA) and PA (construct with 10 % 
PGA-CM-PA and 90 % PGA-PA) nanofibers respectively after screening the 
positive charges of the lysine spacer using salt. The diameter of the nanofiber was 
approximately around 10 nm which is consistent with the literature. In 
comparison to the both CM-PAs, mixed PA constructs formed nanofibers of 
longer length; this difference is due to the presence of spacer PA in the mixed PAs 
that aids in fiber elongation. Also, in comparison to both spacer PAs, the mixed 
PAs formed less dense nanofiber networks; this difference is attributed to the 
presence of CM-PA component in the mixed PAs that interferes with formation of 
nanofibers.  
7.2.4. Circular dichroism spectroscopy 
Secondary structure of CM-PAs and spacer PAs was analyzed using circular 
dichroism spectroscopy (CD). Structurally, CM-PAs (PGA-CM-PA and 
PA-CM-PA) and spacer PAs (PGA and PA) form markedly different secondary 
structure. The CM-PAs similar to collagen exhibits a typical triple-helix tertiary 




peak at approximately 197 nm, crossover near 213 nm and a small positive peak 
at 220-225 nm (Lesley et al. 2011). Thus, the formation of collagen mimetic 
nanofiber is confirmed by the presence of characteristic triple-helix peaks. The 
CD spectrum of PGA-CM-PA and PA-CM-PA is shown in figure 7.2 as red and 
blue line respectively.  
 
Figure 7.2: CD spectra of CM-PAs: PGA-CM-PA (red line) and PA-CM-PA (blue 
line) nanofiber in aqueous solution after charge screening showing the 
characteristic CD peaks of collagen triple helix i.e. a positive peak around 223 nm, 
crossover around 216 nm and negative peak around 203 nm.  
From the spectrum, it is confirmed that the both CM-PAs nanofibers exhibit a 
typical collagen triple-helix conformation. CM-PA spectrum shows a positive 
peak around 223 nm, crossover around 216 nm and negative peak around 200 nm. 
In addition, both CM-PAs display a red shift in band positions with respect to the 
typical CD spectral band positions of collagen, probably due to the difference in 
amino acid content (Rippon et al. 1971). This conclusion is consistent with that of 
the literature. The increase in dichroic intensity in PGA-CM-PA construct than 




between alternating alanine and glycine amino acid in the β-sheet region of 
PGA-CM-PA (Xiao et al. 2009). 
However, the spacer PAs upon trigger of charge screening using high ionic 
strength self-assemble to form β-sheeted nanofiber. Thus, the formation of 
nanofiber is confirmed by the presence of characteristic β-sheet peaks. The 
characteristic β-sheet peaks are negative peak at 215 nm and positive peak at 195 
nm in the CD spectrum (Hartgerink et al. 2001). The CD spectrum of PGA-PA 
and PA-PA is shown in figure 7.3 as red and blue line respectively.  
 
Figure 7.3: CD spectra of spacer PAs: PGA-PA (red line) and PA-PA (blue line) 
nanofiber in aqueous solution (blue line) showing a relatively small negative peak 
at 219 nm and a dominant positive peak at 203 nm that is typical of β-sheet 
conformation. 
From the spectrum, it is confirmed that the both spacer PA nanofibers are formed 
due to β-sheet formation. PGA-PA nanofiber represented by red line shows a 
relatively small negative peak at 216 nm and a dominant positive peak at 194 nm. 




In addition, PA-PA nanofiber represented by blue line shows a relatively small 
negative peak at 218 nm and a dominant positive peak at 200 nm. The red shift of 
the CD signals from the signature β-sheet signal is calculated as 4. The red shift is 
indicative of the twist in the β-sheet and accounts for the rigidity or stiffness of 
the nanofiber (Pashuck et al. 2009). The greater the red shift the greater is the 
twist in the β-sheet and less rigid or stiffer is the nanofiber (Pashuck et al. 2009). 
Hence, it is confirmed from the difference in the red shift values between 
PGA-PA and PA-PA that PGA forms rigid β-sheet conformation than PA-PA. 
7.2.5. Melting curve studies 
As mentioned before, collagen triple-helical conformation is similar to that of the 
PPII helix conformation in the CD spectrum with positive ellipticity around 
215-240 nm wavelength ((Leikina et al. 2002; Madhan et al. 2008).A typical 
triple-helix is stabilized by hydrogen bonds present in the intra- and inter-strand 
(Shoulders et al, 2009). Thus, collagen is sensitive to temperature. Collagen 
triple-helix conformation follows a highly cooperative behavior during thermal 
denaturation unlike PPII helix (Bella et al. 1995; Jefferson et al. 1998). Hence, to 
further confirm that CM-PA forms a triple-helix and is different from that of PPII 
helix, a thermal melting curve study using CD spectrum was performed for both 
PGA-CM-PA and PA-CM-PA. The thermal unfolding experiment monitors the 
spectral maximum as temperature is increased at 223 nm at the positive ellipticity 
peak of PGA-CM-PA and PA-CM-PA. The thermal unfolding curve of 




gave a typical sigmoidal transition associated with the cooperative denaturation of 
triple-helical conformation to single-stranded structure. 
  
Figure 7.4: CD melting curve spectra of CM-PAs: PGA-CM-PA (red line) and 
PA-CM-PA (blue line) showing typical sigmoidal transition associated with the 
cooperative denaturation of triple-helical conformation to single-stranded 
structure. Thus, confirming that CM-PA forms a triple-helix.  
 
Figure 7.5: First derivative CD melting curve spectra of CM-PAs: PGA-CM-PA 
(red line) and PA-CM-PA (blue line) showing the melting temperature as 50°C 
and 40°C respectively.  
The first derivative of the melting curve for a 5mM solution of PGA-CM-PA and 
PA-CM-PA sample in water as shown in figure 7.5 A and B was plotted. The 




for PA-CM-PA was found to be at 40°C. This indicates that the tight β-sheet 
packing enabled the stabilization of collagen triple-helix in PGA-CM-PA 
nanofibers. 
7.2.6. Mechanical properties characterization  
PGA (construct with 10 % PGA-CM-PA and 90 % PGA-PA) and PA (construct 
with 10 % PGA-CM-PA and 90 % PGA-PA) hydrogels were characterized for 
their mechanical properties by rheological studies using AR-G2 rheometer. Strain 
sweep graphs were taken to determine the linear visco-elastic region of the 
hydrogels.  
 
Figure 7.6: Representative frequency sweep curves showing storage modulus, G‘ 
(red line) and loss modulus, G‖ (blue line) for rheological characterization of 
self-assembled CM-PA nanofiber hydrogels (A) PGA (construct with 10% of 
PGA-CM-PA and 90% of PGA-PA) and (B) PA (construct with 10% of 
PA-CM-PA and 90% of PA-PA) formed after charge screening using salt trigger. 
(C) G‘ values of PGA and PA nanofiber hydrogels at a frequency of 1 rad/s. 




Then, the frequency sweep tests were carried out in the linear visco-elastic region. 
The frequency sweep tests were carried out to inspect the microstructure of the 
material, specifically, the strength of the material. The frequency sweep tests 
yielded two material responses i.e. storage modulus (G‘) and loss modulus (G‖). 
The G' is the elastic solid like behavior and the G‖ is the viscous response. From 
the frequency sweep graphs shown in figure 7.6 A and B, it is evident that the 
PGA and PA hydrogels differ in their G‘ and G‖ responses. However, for both 
hydrogels, G‘ was found to be greater than their respective G‖ for all the 
frequency range. Physically, in a material, at the microstructure level, there are 
forces between the molecules. These forces holding the microstructure can be 
broken by application of external force. When the applied external force is 
smaller than the microstructural forces then the G‘ is greater than G‘‘, such a 
material is said to be elastic. This shows that the material has some capacity to 
store energy and to regain to some extent its original form which it had before 
application of external force. However, the material is not ideal elastic as some of 
the mechanical energy is dissipated as indicated by G‘‘. Thus, the behavior of 
both PGA and PA hydrogels is indicative of dominant elastic nature over viscous 
nature at all frequency range (Liu et al. 2013). 
As shown in figure 7.6 C, the G‘ values of PGA and PA hydrogels at a frequency 
of 1 rad/s were compared to determine the relative hydrogel strengths. G‘ of PGA 
was found to be significantly higher compared to that of PA hydrogel by about 20 




design. The difference in the stiffness of the individual PA is due to the peptide 
sequence difference in the β-sheet region of the PA (Pashuck et al. 2010). This 
difference results in the difference in the twisting of the β-sheets resulting in the 
difference in the stiffness. The twisting of the β-sheet is observed by the red shift 
values in the CD spectrum. From the CD spectrum, it is observed that alanine 
repeat PA nanofibers are more twisted than alanine and glycine repeat PA 
(Section 7.2.4) However, in nature, alanine repeat sequence sequences are known 
to form stronger β-sheets than alternating alanine and glycine repeats. In alanine 
repeat sequence, tight packing between the alanine sequences with hydrophobic 
interactions of methyl side chain groups prevents the voids in the structure, but, in 
the alternating alanine and glycine residues, voids are introduced by the glycine 
residues (Xiao et al. 2009). Hence, it is probable that the additional flexibility 
offered by the alternating glycine residue might result in the formation of higher 
hydrogen bonding between residues in the tight core resulting in less twisted and 
stiffer nanofiber. 
7.2.7. Fibroblasts culture within sequence modified hydrogels 
L929 fibroblast cells were cultured within PGA and PA nanofiber hydrogels. The 
morphology of the fibroblast cells were studied under optical microscope as 
shown in figure 7.7. Fibroblast cells within PGA hydrogels exhibited typical 
fibroblast flat spindle shape morphology on Day 5 and fibroblasts within PA 
hydrogels showed rounded morphology on Day 5. The rounded morphology of 




hydrogel and flat spindle shape morphology of fibroblasts within PGA can be 
atributed to the presence of sufficient mechanical strength of PGA hydrogel 
(Discher et al. 2005; Elter et al. 2011). 
 
Figure 7.7:Optical light microscope images of fibroblasts within self-assembled 
CM-PA nanofiber hydrogels (A) PGA (construct with 10% of PGA-CM-PA and 
90% of PGA-PA) and (B) PA (construct with 10% of PA-CM-PA and 90% of 
PA-PA) formed after charge screening using salt trigger on Day 5. The scale of the 
images is 100 microns. 
 
Figure 7.8: Cell proliferation assay of fibroblasts within self-assembled CM-PA 
nanofiber hydrogels (A) PGA (construct with 10% of PGA-CM-PA and 90% of 
PGA-PA) and (B) PA (construct with 10% of PA-CM-PA and 90% of PA-PA) 
formed after charge screening using salt trigger on Day3 (blue columns) and Day 
7 (red columns). *P<0.05 (Student‘s t-test). 




Day 3 and Day 7 and plotted in the graph as shown in figure 7.8 and Student‘s 
t-test with 95% confidence level was used for the analysis of significance. There 
is significant difference in the cell numbers of within PGA and PA hydrogels on 
Day 7. The significantly higher cell numbers on PGA hydrogels over PA 
hydrogels can be attributed to the presence of appropriate mechanical cue at the 
nano-scale level and collagen mimetic biochemical cue. 
7.3. Conclusion 
Single tail peptide amphiphile design has versatile capabilities to be tuned for 
presenting varying biochemical and mechanical cues. The versatility of peptide 
amphiphile designs is attributed to its modular design with each segment with role 
to play. Peptide amphiphile can be tuned for their mechanical properties by 
varying the sequence in the β-sheet segment of the peptide region. Thus, collagen 
mimetic peptide amphiphile designs modified with spider silk and silkworm silk 
conserved crystalline amino acid sequences in the β-sheet segment of peptide 
amphiphile offer varying material properties specifically varying mechanical 
strengths. This design essentially de-couples the biochemical and mechanical cue 
of the nanofiber. Both collagen mimetic peptide amphiphile hydrogels confirm the 
role of cell instructive sequence GFOGER for cell adhesion and cell proliferation. 
However, collagen mimetic peptide amphiphile design modified with silkworm 
silk‘s conserved sequence of alternating glycine and alanine repeats forms 
mechanically stiffer hydrogels than the design with spider silk‘s conserved 




morphology of the fibroblast cell, eventually reflecting it in the cell viability and 
proliferation. These results emphasize the need for the scaffolds to possess 
appropriate mechanical cue in the nanoscale level specific to the tissue. In essence, 
collagen mimetic peptide amphiphile design modified with silkworm silk‘s 
conserved sequence of alternating glycine and alanine repeats offers a novel 
design for collagen mimics with the potential to be used for in-situ tissue 
engineering and regenerative biomedical applications and for drug testing 













The research findings and conclusions from each study will be presented as an 
overview. In particular, the development of cell-instructive collagen mimetic 
peptide amphiphile hydrogel scaffold with appropriate biochemical and 
mechanical cue for fibroblast cell culture will be covered.  
In addition, further prospects of the developed collagen mimetic peptide 








8.1. Development of collagen mimetic peptide amphiphile scaffold designs 
In this work, we have developed collagen mimetic peptide amphiphile hydrogel 
scaffold designs through various approaches. These approaches were (i) 
Fabrication of semi-interpenetrating network hydrogel of collagen mimetic peptide 
amphiphile and poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate to introduce bulk mechanical 
strength to the collagen mimetic peptide amphiphile hydrogel (chapter 5), (ii) 
Fabrication of covalently modified glutaraldehyde cross-linked collagen mimetic 
peptide amphiphile hydrogel to introduce mechanical strength on the nanoscale 
level by formation of nanofiber bundles (chapter 6), and (iii) Fabrication of 
sequence modified collagen mimetic peptide amphiphile hydrogel, where the 
sequence is derived from the mechanically strong natural fiber – silk (chapter 7). 
Following the various fabrication techniques, we further characterized the collagen 
mimetic peptide amphiphile hydrogel scaffolds in terms of the scaffolds‘ 
microstructures, mechanical properties and other physical parameters in line with 
the scaffold design. Through these characterizations, we were able to ensure that 
the scaffolds were fabricated properly and the mechanical stiffness achieved for the 
scaffold was physiologically relevant for L929 fibroblast cell culture. Upon 
confirmation, these scaffold designs were employed for fibroblast cell culture to 
understand the influence of the scaffold cues on the fibroblast cell adhesion, 
morphology and proliferation. All the scaffold designs essentially de-couple the 
mechanical and biochemical cues of the scaffold, thus, enabling to understand the 




In summary, the 2D architecture obtained by K-CM-PA nanofiber coating on cell 
culture plate provided high fibroblast cell numbers with ideal fibroblast 
morphology of 6.6 x 10
3
. In this construct, the fibroblast cells grew in their typical 
morphology owing to the presence of cell instructive GFOGER collagen mimetic 
sequence from CM-PA and the mechanical strength in the nanoscale level from the 
short K-PA and at the microscale level from the surface of the culture plate. Hence, 
the aim to study the necessity and to achieve a 3D architectural scaffold that can 
provide cell instructive GFOGER collagen mimetic sequence and mechanical 
strength at both nanoscale and microscale level was developed.  
3D architecture of S-IPN hydrogel of mixed PA i.e. K-CM-PA and PEGDA gave 
high fibroblast cell numbers of 2.9 x 10
3
 with ideal fibroblast morphology. With the 
S-IPN of PA and PEGDA, it was concluded that the presence of cell instuctive 
collagen sequence alone doesn‘t ensure favourable fibroblast cell growth. In 
addition to cell instructive biochemical cue appropriate tissue specific mechanical 
properties is imperative. The scaffold design also reveals the importance of 
mechanical cue in nanoscale level to be favorable for fibroblast cells than 
microscale level. 
Further, 3D architecture of cross-linked K-CM-PA nanofiber gels gave high 
fibroblast cell numbers of 9.5 x 10
3
 with ideal fibroblast morphology. In these 
constructs, nanoscale mechanical cue required for the fibroblast cells was 




Fibroblasts cultured on these scaffold with varying mechanical strength displayed 
the required fibroblast morphology on the scaffold possessing the mechanical 
strength close to its physiological conditions. 
Finally, by understanding the need of both collagen cell instructive biochemical 
cue and mechanical strength approprite to the physiological conditions in the 
nanoscale level led to fabrication of sequence modified CM-PA hydrogel inspired 
from the mechanically strong natural fiber – silk. In the desired PGA construct very 
high fibroblast cell numbers 12.1 x10
3
 were obtained with ideal fibroblast 
morphology. Indeed, this scaffold design provided the necessary cell cues i.e. 
nano-topography, biochemical and mechanical cues required for the favorable 
fibroblast cell culture. In a gist, the fibroblast cell numbers in various constructs 
providing typical fibroblast morphology is tabulated in table 8.1. 
Table 8.1: Comparison of fibroblast cell numbers on various constructs that 
























At Day 7 
- 2.9 
At Day 7 
9.5 
At Day 7 
12.1 
At Day 7 
Overall, the aim to achieve a collagen mimetic peptide amphiphile hydrogel with 
appropriate mechanical cue for the culture of fibroblast cells for biomedical 
applications is met. However, in comparison to the collagen coated construct which 
has cell numbers of 15.7 x 10
3




silkworm‘s silk fibroin peptide sequence i.e. PGA-CM-PA, doesn‘t come close. 
This indicates that the a combination of two or more tissue specific cell instructive 
peptide sequences, such as RGD and DGEA are needed along with GFOGER for 
better mimicking collagen ECM for effective cell adhesion and cell proliferation.    
8.2. Novelty 
This study to the best of my knowledge is the first study to focus on the biological 
cellular behavior of fibroblasts on the shorter fragment of collagen i.e. collagen 
mimetic peptide containing the collagen specific cell binding region i.e. ―glycine 
(G) – phenylalanine (F) – hydroxyproline (O) – glycine (G) – glutamine (E) – 
arginine (R)‖ (GFOGER) incorporated in a functional design of a nanofiber in a 
hydrogel. This study is also the first to study the effect of CM-PA hydrogels with 
varying mechanical strength on the behavior of fibroblasts. 
The novelty of the study is also in the design strategy of the hydrogel in the form 
of semi-interpenetrating network of PEGDA and CM-PA to study the effect of 
varying mechanical cues.  
This study is also the first study to understand the effect of tunable mechanical 
properties of CM-PA with varying peptide sequences in the form of a hydrogel for 




8.3. Future Prospects 
This work started off with a bigger aim to obtain a collagen mimetic peptide 
amphiphile hydrogel skin equivalent scaffold for wound healing applications 
which is the perfect replacement for all the existing collagen-based skin 
equivalent products. However, the approach to use CM-PA hydrogel in its 
original designed form by our group (Luo et al. 2011) wasn‘t feasible (Chapter 4) 
as the scaffold requirements for fibroblast cells are varied from that is offered in 
the original scaffold design. Thus, these new scaffold designs open the door to 
explore the use of CM-PA hydrogels for skin equivalent products.  
The design of semi-interpenetrating network hydrogel of CM-PA and PEGDA has 
been successfully employed in this study to examine the role of the cell 
instructive GFOGER sequence and the effect of microscale mechanical strength 
for fibroblast cell culture. However, this design is not viable for the intended 
application of skin equivalent because of its relatively low cell proliferation 
capability in comparison with other design constructs as shown in table 8.1. 
The design of covalently modified glutaraldehyde cross-linked collagen mimetic 
peptide amphiphile hydrogel to introduce mechanical strength on the nanoscale 
level by formation of nanofiber bundles. This design definitely confirmed the 
need for the material to possess mechanical strength on the nanoscale level, but, 
the use of this material as skin equivalent will be hindered due to the use of 




to its ubiquitous cross-linking ability with specific functional groups of amino 
acids. This design limits the in-situ fabrication capability and 3D cell culture 
capability by cell encapsulation of peptide amphiphile system due to the presence 
of glutaraldehyde. In addition, the presence of uncross-linked glutaraldehyde in 
the constructs has the potential to cause adverse effect to the in-situ tissues.  
The design of sequence modified collagen mimetic peptide amphiphile hydrogel, 
where the sequence is derived from the mechanically strong natural fiber – silk is 
an ideal design to carry forward. This design taps the tremendous advantages of 
peptide amphiphile system and has the capability to provide all the necessary cell 
instructive cues like biochemical, nano-topographical and mechanical. Also, the 
design of the hydrogel construct can be modified to include two or more cell 
instructive PA sequences containing collagen derived peptide sequences such as 
DGEA and RGD in the epitope region, interspersed with PGA-CM-PA peptide 
amphiphile sequence. In such a hydrogel construct, the biological cell instructive 
ability can be further enhanced, thus, enabling to mimic collagen functional 
capability even more closely. Then, to further the desire to develop a collagen 
mimetic skin equivalent, the first step would be to culture human dermal 
fibroblast cells and keratinocyte cells. This study should focus on cell 
proliferation and cell functional behavior of the cells on the scaffold in 3D cell 
encapsulated configuration. 




for various organ tissue engineering such as liver, cornea, lungs, brain and so on. 
In addition, the collagen mimetic peptide amphiphile hydrogel can be used as a 
scaffold for in vitro drug testing tools like the organ-on-chip designs. However, 
uses of collagen mimetic peptide amphiphile hydrogel for these applications have 
to researched upon. This study only provides a preliminary examination of how 
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Table B.1: Letter codes of naturally occurring and non-natural (marked with *) 
amino acids. 




Aspartic acid/ Aspartate 
Cysteine 
Glutamine 
Glutamic Acid/ Glutamate 
Glycine 
Histidine 
Hydroxyproline* 
Isoleucine 
Leucine 
Lysine 
Methionine 
Phenylalanine 
Proline 
Serine 
Threonine 
Tryptophan 
Tyrosine 
Valine 
Ala 
Arg 
Asn 
Asp 
Cys 
Gln 
Glu 
Gly 
His 
Hyp* 
Ile 
Leu 
Lys 
Met 
Phe 
Pro 
Ser 
Thr 
Trp 
Tyr 
Val 
A 
R 
N 
D 
C 
Q 
E 
G 
H 
O* 
I 
L 
K 
M 
F 
P 
S 
T 
W 
Y 
V 
 
